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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
In the analysis of data from a randomized complete block design, 
a fundamental assumption made is that the effects of treatments and 
blocks are additive. The definition of additivity is that an 
observation can be expressed as the sum of a parameter due to the 
effect of the treatment and a parameter due to the effect of the 
block. Another way to state this is that treatment effects are the 
same from block to block. Reasons why there is concern about additivity 
are as follows: 
1. The interpretation of the results of an experiment can be 
difficult if the treatment effects are not the same in all blocks. 
In particular, if the values within a block are not ranked in the same 
order, then no general recommendation can be made as to which treat­
ment is superior because the results are block dependent. 
2. Snedecor and Cochran (1967) state that the failure of the 
assumption of additivity leads to a loss of information, because the 
error variance is inflated. Cochran and Cox (1957) also state that 
there is usually a loss of sensitivity in the sense that a more power-
"V- C) o ^  V". ^ «3 T Tw ^ 1 T.'^o >" a Tr 
2 
The concept of additivity is not restricted to only randomized 
complete block designs. It also arises in the analysis of factorial 
treatment combinations and other cross-classified data. In these 
situations, not only is additivity important, but the detection of 
non-additivity is of interest as well. Reasons for wanting to detect 
non-additivity in these situations are: 
1. In an unreplicated factorial experiment, an estimate of error 
can be obtained from the residual mean square, after the treatment 
main effects have been removed. Such an estimate assumes the main 
effects are additive. Failure of the assumption leads to an estimate 
of error which is inflated. This problem does not arise if there is 
replication in the experiment since an estimate of error can be 
obtained from experimental units treated alike. 
2. In certain situations, detecting non-additivity can greatly 
enhance the interpretation of the results. An example of this is an 
experiment in which one assigns diets at random to different animals 
and then weighs the animals at several specified points in time, after 
the diets have been imposed. Although the diet main effects are 
important, the rate of gain provides more information in describing 
n r\T.T 4 a f- c c f far* f- cr t* r%T.T f-r» cnm i- a fy-a-ÎT» 4 c i-zz&l c 
TT-» o c:r»-?-n T>OT'r»rr 4 f T.? a 4 rrV» 4- /-« f a ^ c T-* 4 -m «3 1 4Q 
about the same and the rates of gain are different, then the effects 
of time and diet on weight gain will be non-additive. 
3. If data are analyzed using an additive model, then there can 
3 
be a loss of information concerning the relationship of the effects. 
For example, if row and column effects are multiplicative, this will 
not be discovered by an analysis based on an additive model. 
A question which now arises from this discussion of non-additivity 
is how to detect it in cross-classified data. Tests have been 
constructed to test for non-additivity, and among the most useful are 
those proposed by Mandel (1961) and Tukey (1949). These tests by 
Mandel and Tukey were developed under the assumption that the errors 
are additive and are normally and independently distributed with mean 
zero and homogeneous variance. It is often apparent; however, that 
these assumptions are not even approximately satisfied. For example, 
variances are proportional to the mean in data from most biological 
experiments. Therefore, if a randomized complete block design were 
used we would expect the variances to be heterogeneous when thj^ treat­
ment means differ. A second case in which the assumptions are not 
satisfied is the example considered previously concerning the effect 
of diets. The observations that were taken in this example were 
weights of an animal az several specified points in time. The fact 
that these observations were taken from the same animals means that 
the errors are no longer independent, but are correlated. It is there­
fore of interest to see how the non-additive tests proposed by Mandel 
^ O ^  ^ ^  ^ ' r m * T # V ^ ^ /. Çï N ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^ m ^ 4 « ^ \ V ^ / ciixvx cvc J' \ ^  V "T y J Ck ^  c  ^ o o «w. ^  
C  W  C i -  O  L i C  V  y  C V t  o x  C  C 1 . L  L .  C X  C V L  .  J . i . X  y o x  C - O  w  ^  A .  
T.f-r 7 T ^ o avjcfwf ^8/4 o >- o ^ r»r\ ca n ?-» r.-r M n r\ In +-rio LL vy c ^ r i c >-pt-nor* 
u 
CHAPTER II 
Literature Review 
The topic of nor.-additivity in general cross-classification 
situations has been an area of discussion for many years. Tukey 
(1949) and Mandel (1961) have proposed tests for non-additivity 
which have proved to be very useful. In order to use these tests, 
however, assumptions must be made about the errors associated with 
each observation. The usual assumptions are that the errors are 
additive and are normally and independently distributed with mean zero 
and homogeneous variance. It has been pointed out in the Introduction, 
however, that these conditions may not even be approximately satisfied. 
Thus, this leads to the question of how do other conditions on the errors 
affect non-additive tests. To investigate this question, it is first 
necessary to examine the development of these tests under the usual 
^ c cnTn-nih ^ o-nc: cn 3 c rr» rn^rm p r-rnm n ro tJOT-U* . 
Discussion of papers by Mandel and Tukey 
Tukey (1949) proposed a one degree of freedom test for non-additivity 
The intent of the test was to provide a systematic way to seek out and 
measure non-additivity. If the test indicated that the effects were 
non-additive, then Tukey suggested the following two steps, 
1. "(determine) whether the non-additivity was due to analysis in 
5 
2. "(If) no unusually discrepant values are found or indicated, 
inquire into how much of a transformation is needed to restore 
The test has also served as a foundation from which other non-additive 
tests have been developed. In particular, the tests for non-additivity 
proposed by Mandel (1961) are generalizations of Tukey's test. Their 
development serves as a foundation for work which will be covered later 
on, and hence will now be discussed. 
Mandel supposes that each observation can be classified according 
to two criteria, rows and columns. He assumes that each observation 
can be represented by the model 
^ij " i=l,2,...,m j=l,2,...,n (2.1) 
X V . = Z T 
where u represents the population mean, p the fixed effect of the i^^ 
^ ri 
rcw, y. the fixed effect of the i"" column, T.. the non-additive fixed ] 
effects, and e.. random error. To provide a characcerizarion of non-
additivity, Mandel proposes that one look at 
ij 
rn o\ 
6 
m 
where y . = ( Z y. .)/m. If the effects are additive, then T.. = 0 
•J 
for all i and j. This means that apart from some random error, the 
IJ -J 
with only the rows. Thus, a non-additive situation can be introduced 
if assumptions are made on the dependency of this expected difference 
on the columns. A very simple dependency proposed by Mandel is 
E(y..-y .) = p. + D T . (2.3) 
-L-J . J -L J- J 
That is, for any given row the expected value of the difference between 
an observation and its column mean is a linear function of the column 
effects, . It can now be seen that if (2.2) and (2.3) are compared 
that T . .  =  D . V . ,  Substituting this identity into (2.1) the model now 
1] 1 ] 
becomes 
V =r II O H- I n 4- I )V 
" 4 -, • ' 4 ^ 1 ' ' 4 
—J ^ J 
and because of the constraint Zt.. = 0, then ID.. = 0. It should be 
i -i-J i 
ornT-s'^ -kp /4 ar- r*\7 T>T-r%r*r*c cxA r»\r 
each row of observations can be represented as a linear function of the 
column effects. That is, for a given row of observations in the cross-
classification, E(y..) = y. + S.y., where u. is a fixed parameter 
ij ^ 1 3 ^ 
representing the intercept and g a fixed parameter representing the 
clo'oti» lot-^-TT-ia II = 1! -I- a 7-1/4 ft = T) 1 ann Gnnc+*n1"n1"T-no- f-'hpçp 
7 
into (2.4), the equation which results is 
y,, = y,. + 3,Y. + (2.5) 
Z Y. = I (B.-l) = 0 
j ^ i 
Equation (2.5) represents the data c-o a collection of m-straight 
lines corresponding to the m-rows, and differing from each other in 
slope and intercept. It should be noted that the constraint, 
I (3.-1) = 0, is due to the definition of B. and the constraint 
i ^ ^ 
I D. = 0. 
. 1 
1 
Mandel now continues his development by discussing the topic of 
data analysis. He makes use of the identity 
= y.. + + C + (bj-DCj + (2.6) 
= y,- -Y" )C % y -y..,b = (Zy C.)/ZC , 
J  - J  -
(y<4-y< ) - =4^: 
C2.L1\_1. UiiC Y LiOCLl Ud i. - UV U S>L 
an aricnmecic average over rhe ooservauions corresponcing zo aij. values 
8 
of the subscript, e.g.: y . = ( I y..)/m, to construct the following 
O i 
analysis of variance table. 
laDxez.i. Analysis or variance 
Source d.f. Sum of Squares 
-2 
Mean 1 mny .. 
2 
Rows m-1 nZR^ 
i 
9 
Columns n-1 ttiEC 
j ^  
Slopes m-1 Z (b.-1)^ZC^ 
i ' 3 ^ 
Residual (m-1)(n-2) Z 
ij 
in tne caoie. rne rirsc cnree sources oi varj.ai.iuu aic j-uchLj-ccx Lu 
kT-i /4 <4 4 ^--î-^TO a f "F zar» +- c 
Xne sum or squares associatea witn slopes is used to test the 
hypothesis 
"o" ^1 " ®2 " ^3 (2.7) 
Additivity implies that the slopes are ail equal and from \z..di cuj-s 
common value equals one. Mandel now proceeds by making the usual 
assumptions about the errors, and then shows that 
Z(b.-1)2 % (2-8) 
i ^ j ^ 
where a is the variance associated with each observation when (2.7) 
is true. He also shows that 
Z Z ^m-l)(n-2^ (2.9) 
i j ^ / 
when (2.7) is true and that the distributions in (2.8) and (2.9) are 
IridtiDêiideLiL. Tri&i éiuiê. ûlODOScS the râuZO Of ul"i6 siCDc 
square to the residual mean square to test the hypothesis (2.7), and 
the rejection of (2.7) implies that the lines are not parallel. If 
it turns out that the hypothesis of (2.7) is rejected, a natural ques­
tion is if there is any relationship among the lines. Two situations 
which Mandel proposes are; 1. concurrence, in which all the lines 
intersect at a point called the point of concurrence, and 2. non-
concurrence, in which there is no apparent relationship among the lines. 
In order to test for these conditions. Mandel shows that the sum of 
5 u Lidi. ca cCLi w ^  uti uc u/k. X u Licva xiiuw a. a ULU j~ .zj \_i v_i. a. ^  o o 
10 
for concurrence and one for non-concurrence, as shown in Table 2.2. 
T-vT o o n 1TO-: iTo-v--; o-noo np-i-fi nnino- the slcoe suTTi of sauares 
Source d.f. Sum of Squares 
Slopes m-1 I (b.-i) 
1 
^ZC^ 
i ^ 
Concurrence 1 
i 
 ^Z C?/Z 
j ^ i ^ 
Non- Concurrence'^ m-2 2 Zd" Z 
i ^ 3 
O 
ct 
J 
^d^ E (b^-1) - R^(ZR^b^/ZR2). 
He also shows that the sum of squares associated with concurrence is 
2 2 distributed as a x (1)' snd that the sum of squares associated with non-
2 2 is cl.slii'iLDutC'd 2.s o ^ ^ ^ , srid. d.s îricsp—nccti— or tzri0 
chi-square associated with concurrence. Therefore, the tests proposed 
by Mandel are as follows. 
1. Test for concurrence: ratio of concurrence mean square to 
non-concurrence mean square. 
2. Test for non-concurrence: ratio of non-concurrence mean 
square co residual mean square. 
An approximation by Box 
It should now be pointed out that the mean squares used by Mandel 
11 
and Tukey in their tests of non-additivity can be represented as 
quadratic forms, y'Ay. A standard technique in an analysis of variance 
is to represent mean squares as quadratic forms and then use the theory 
associated with quadratic forms to derive distributional properties. 
The theory has mainly been developed, however, for situations in which 
the matrix. A, of the quadratic form is composed of fixed elements. 
It has also been extended in a paper by Graybill and Milliken (1969) to 
handle cases in which the elements of A are random. However, the 
development assumes that the errors are normally and independently 
distributed with mean zero and homogeneous variance. Thus, if the 
conditions on the errors vary from the usual assumptions when the matrix, 
A, is composed of random elements, the theory cannot be used. Examining 
the matrices of the quadratic forms associated with the tests of non-
additivity, it can be seen that they are a function of the row and 
column effects, R_. and where i=l,2...,m and j=l,2,,..,n. There-
V a ^ C O y-\TT>T-»/-\ 00*4 /-*"(- V "3 V* T- "3 +-T-» «a T- 1 î*VO/-l a I OTn^*t-> f- c 
It is because of this that the techniques used by Mandel and Tukey in 
deriving distributional properties for their mean squares are non­
standard and do not involve the theory of quadratic forms. The techniques 
used by Mandel and Tukey were developed, however, assuming the errors. 
have the usual assumptions. They have not been extended to cases in 
which the conditions vary from the usual assumptions. In particular, 
cases in which the error variances are heterogeneous, and those in 
which the errors are correlated. Thus, when the conditions on the 
12 
errors vary from the usual assumptions, and the matrix. A, of the 
quadratic form is composed of random elements, different methods must 
be found in order to find the distribution of the ratio of mean squares. 
Box (1954a) describes a study of the effect of departures from the 
usual assumptions on the null distribution of the F-statistic in an 
analysis of variance. In his paper, certain theorems concerning the 
distribution of quadratic forms are first enunciated and then are 
used to find the distribution of the ratio of two independent non-
negative quadratic forms. He derives an exact distribution, which is 
hard to use since the probabilities calculated from the distribution are 
a finite sum of constants which are difficult to calculate. He also 
presents a second procedure on finding an approximate rather than an 
exact distribution of the ratio of two independent non-negative quadratic 
forms. The procedure makes use of the fact that an approximation to 
2 
the distribution of a non-negative quadratic form, U, by g % (h), as 
Siven by Sattcrthwaitc (1941), is satisfactory in most cases^ TpnS; 
approximating the quadratic forms, U, and U^, in the numerator and de-
2 2 
nominator of a ratio with, g., X (h^ ) and g-X^Ch^) respectively, an 
approximate distribution can be obtained. Box states this procedure 
in the form of a theorem which is given as follows. 
Theorem 2.1 Let and t)e independent quadratic forms, 
2 „ 
where is approximately distributed as g^x (n^) . Tlie quantities 
g^. and h_. being fixed constants. Let the first and second cumulants 
13 
of be denoted by K^(U^) and K^CU^) respectively. 
A quantity whose distribution approximates that of the ratio 
U^/U^ is bFCh^.h^), where b = K^(U^)/K^(U2), h^ = 2{K^(U^)}^/ 
K^CU^) and h^ = 2{%^(U2)}/K2(%2/' 
It should be pointed out that by definition the first and second 
cumulants of U. are the mean and variance, respectively. It is this 
approximate procedure which will be used to discover how ether conditions 
on the errors, e.g. heterogeneous error variances and correlated errors, 
affect the tests of non-additivity. 
14 
CHAPTER III 
THE EFFECT OF HETEROGENEOUS ERRORS ON TESTS OF NON-ADDITIVITY 
Main Results 
Tests to determine when effects are non-additive in data from a 
general cross-classification have been proposed by Mandel (1961) and 
Tukey (1949). In the construction of these tests, assumptions must 
be made about the errors associated with each observation. The usual 
assumptions are that the errors are normally and independently dis­
tributed with mean zero and homogeneous variance. These assumptions, 
however, are violated in many areas of research. For example, as was 
pointed out in the Introduction, variances are proportional to the 
mean in data from most biological experiments. This implies that the 
error variances are no longer homogeneous. Thus, it is of interest 
to see how tests of non-additivity, proposed by Mandel and Tukey, are 
affected when the error variances are heterogeneous. 
Model specifications 
The basis for this work is very similar to that of Mandel in his 
development. Observations classified according to two criteria, rows 
and columns, can be represented by the following model 
i=l,2,...m j=l,2,...,n 
Z p . =  Z Y . =  l T . . =  Z T . .  = 0. (3.1.1) 
.  1  .  1  . X I  .  
1 J - 1 - ] -
15 
where P represents the population mean, P ^  the fixed effect of the 
i^^ row, y. the fixed effect of the column, the non-additive 
fixed effects, and £_.^ random error. By developments similar to Mandel, 
a model used to characterize non-additivity is 
y^j = + B^y^ + i=l,2, — ,m j=l,2,...,n (3,1.2) 
Z y. = Z (g.-1) = 0. 
j ' ^ " 
where and 3^ represent the intercept and slope, respectively, when 
each row of observations is represented as a linear function of the 
column effects. Heterogeneous error variances are now introduced in 
this model by assuming that observations from the same column have the 
same error variance while observations from different columns have 
2 2 2 
matrix associated with each row is diag (c .. a a _). In contrast J. Z II 
to this, the variance-covariance matrix associated with each row in 
2 2 2 
'o /4 o-* rc» 1 4- /rf /-r rr ^ 
Approximate distribution of the ratio of two quadratic forms 
To investigate how tests of non-additivity are affected by hetero­
geneous error variances, the distributional properties of sums of 
SGuares in the developments of Mandel and Tukev will be reviewed briefIv. 
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the tests of non-additivity are distributed; 1. the same as a constant 
times a central chi-square random variable and, 2. independently. The 
ratio of the mean squares associated with these sums of squares is 
then a random variable which has an F-distribution. Therefore, the 
hypotheses concerning non-additivity can easily be tested since tables 
containing percentage points of F are readily available. The theory 
of quadratic forms is useful in obtaining distributional properties of 
sums of squares and ratios of mean squares in many forms of the analysis 
of variance table. The theory relies on the matrices of the quadratic 
forms being composed of fixed elements. The matrices of the quadratic 
forms associated with the tests of non-additivity are, however, composed 
of random elements. Therefore, Mandel and Tukey use non-standard 
techniques to derive distributional properties for these quadratic forms. 
Unfortunately, we have not been able to extend these non-standard 
techniques to the case in which the error variances are heterogeneous. 
properties of ratios of quadratic forms when the error variances are 
heterogeneous. 
Extensive literature on finding the distribution of quadratic 
forms is available. Box (1954a) has provided a procedure which has 
proved zo be useful for obtaining distributional properties tor the 
orccadure uses the fact that the SDDroximation to the distribution of 
17 
2 
a non-negative quadratic form, U, by g X (h), as given by Satterthwaite 
(1941), is satisfactory in most cases. Therefore, using this fact for 
both the numerator and the denomiiiator for the ratio of two independent 
non-negative quadratic forms, and U^, an approximate distribution for 
the ratio can be found. This procedure by Box is stated in the form 
of a theorem which is given at the end of Chapter II. The end result 
of the procedure is that the ratio of two independent non-negative 
quadratic forms is distributed approximately as a constant times a random 
variable with a central F-distributicn, that is bF(h^,h2). The 
quantities b, h^,and h^ as defined in the theorem are; 
b = K^CUii/KiCUg), hi = 2{Ki(Ui)}2/K2(Ui), 
h2 = 2{Ki(U2)}^/K2(%2) (3.1.3) 
where K_(TJ_.) and K^ (U,.) are the mean and variance, respectively cf the 
quadratic form, U_.. Vhen the quadratic forms are distributed the 
same as independent central chi-square random variables, then b will 
be equal to h^/h^, where h, and h^ are the degrees of freedom for the 
_L Z. _L Z. 
numerator and denominator of the chi-square random variables, respec­
tively. In this case, the ratio is not distributed approximately, 
but rather exactly as a constant times a central F random variable, 
that is (h,/h„)?Ch. .h„") . In the work that follows- t'ne ouadrat5_c forms 
J. Z. z. ' 
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will represent mean squares. The value of b will be equal to one if the 
mean squares are independent chi-square random variables divided by 
their degrees of freedom, and the degrees of freedom for the F-variable 
will be those associated with the chi-square random variables. 
To use the procedure by Box, the mean squares for slopes, concur­
rence, non-concurrence, and residual are first represented as quadratic 
forms. Ratios of these quadratic forms for the tests of non-additivity 
are formed, as given in Chapter II, e.g. slopes to residual. For a 
given ratio, an approximate distribution is obtained by finding the 
quantities b, h^, and h„, as given in the theorem at the end of the O. Z 
previous chapter. As pointed out in the theorem, in order to derive 
these quantities the mean and variance of each quadratic form must be 
found. The mean of a quadratic form, x'AZ.» given by 
E(^ 'A2_) = tr + iÇAMy (3.1.4) 
where u is the mean of y and Z is the variance-covariance matrix of y. 
—K7 V 
The variance of assuming y. is normally distributed, is given by 
V(y'Ay) = 2tr (AZ ) -r AU'AZ A]i (3.1.5) y -y y -y 
These definitions assume, however, that the matrix A associated with 
the quadratic form is fixed. The matrices of the quadratic forms 
associated with the mean squares for the tests of non-additivity are. 
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following technique must be used in order to find the mean and 
variance of a quadratic form 
E ( y =  E ( E ( v ' A y | z ) )  ( 3 . 1 . 6 )  
vCy'A^) = E(V(y'Ayiz))+V(E(y'Ayjz)) (3.1.7; 
where z represents the value or values being conditioned upon. The 
values conditioned upon in this case are the row and column effects, 
and R. for i = l,2,...,m-l and j = l,2,...,n-l, and thus z' = 
J 2- -
(CL, C„, — , C ^ , R, , R„ , — , R t). The fact that conditioning 
X z n—X X z m—X 
arguments must be employed increases the complexity of the derivation 
of the mean and variance of the quadratic form in several ways. First, 
vector, y, means that instead of using the mean and variance of y, the 
conditional mean and conditional variance-covariance matrix must be 
(y'Ay 1z) y . z  -y*z -y. 
/ o V.-' ' 
t.tV« O'V'o 1 I — 1 I > V / »-» _ 11 1 -7 <-* fV«o mooT^ r\ r" rr o-n/i 
-y.z -y yz z - -z -
Z = Z - Z Z is the conditional variance of v. The 
y.z y yz z zy -
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quantity Z is the variance-covariance matrix of z while E is the 
z yz 
covariance matrix of ^  and z. Second, in deriving ECy'Ayjz), 
2 
Q = diag (cr^T , 0^2» • • » Ç.' = (C^ .C^, . • . ,C^) , and R' = 
R^). The mean and variance of these expressions must then be found in 
order to find the mean and variance of the quadratic form. The method 
of statistical differentials was used to obtain approximate values for 
their mean and variance, since they are non-linear functions of random 
variables. The use of such approximations enables one to derive formulas 
for b, h^, and h^ for a ratio of quadratic forms associated with a test 
of non-additivity. The derivation of these formulas can be found in 
Appendix I, and the results of these derivations are given by the 
following formulas. It should be emphasized that the following formulas 
for b, h^, and h^ are approximate rather than exact. 
Parameters of the approximating distributions 
Let - i'QY/Y'YJ ^ G = y'y, 
^1 = iLQy, V(C'QC/C'C) = (4/m)[(aY'q/y-
2G.(1'0 Y) 
-L -n ' -
— \ / y-, V //nu, V L,_ : . -n(Y 
± — 
'Y)?.) /nGr 
— s. 
o _9 ^ ' 
/G] - \\ and 0"=(l/n)Z a/ 
n=1 J 
wp.ere Y ' = 
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(y ,Yo,...,y„),p' = (p, ,Po,..-,P ), and 1 is a n x 1 vector composed 
X z u — JL z m —n 
of ones. 
Slopes to Residual: 
b = (n-2) P^/((n-l)o2 _ (3.1.9)  
= (m-l)?^2/{p^2 + (m+l)V^/2} (3.1.10) 
= (m-l)((n-l)CT^- P^)^/ [(n-2)n ^ 8 + (â^)^ + p/ + 
2G 2/nG -  2 (y'qfyj/G + (m+l)V./2l  (3.1.11) 
Concurrence to Non-Concurrence : 
— r-n I o \ /__ oN-nN/z-Ti /_O\T->\ /o i io\ 
(3.1.13) 
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(P^ + (m-2)(m-3)P2)^ 
[p^Z + (=-2)(=-2)P_(2P.-3GT2/no2G)-((m-2)(™-3) 
j_ z.  ^  ^
P2)^ /2  +  3V^/2  ] 
Nz/D, 
(m-2)(P^-(m-3)P2)^ 
P^Z + (m-2)(m-3)P2Gi2/nc2G_(a_2)(m_3)2p2^/2 
Y./2! 
^ i 
Non-Concurrence to Residual: 
_9 
f \  ^\ VX \ t / / -« \ *— v\ \ 
h„ ror concurrence to non-coi 
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for slope to residual 
Tukev's Test: 
( (m-1) (n-l)-l) (P^ + (m-2) (m-3)P2)/((m-1) (n-l)a 
P^ - (m-2)(m-3)P2) 
for concurrence to non-concurrence. 
S3/D3 
[(m-1) (n-1)- P^ - (m-2) (m-3)P2 1 
r T-\ 2 \ \ ^ /y-, 
L T v 0/ n -r 1,0 ; ; - z. Y/ V 
((m-2)(m-3)P_)^/2 + (m-2)(m-3)P_(2?T-3GT^/ 
- 6(i:Q^Y)/G^))^ 
—n — ± 
9  9 - 9  
o ^  \ / — m \ t-% — /nu -T \m -vjr^^ixiQ 
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Significance levels for unequal column variances 
It should again be pointed out that in deriving these formulas, 
the quadratic forms that were used represent mean squares. Therefore, 
as stated previously, if the quadratic forms are distributed as 
independent central chi-square random variables divided by their 
degrees of freedom, the value of b will be one, and the degrees of 
freedom, h^ and h^ for the F-variable, are those associated with the 
chi-square random variables. If the matrix, Q, is equal to the 
identity matrix, I, then from the formulas the value of b is one for 
oTT +"V»o f » J ^^ ^ ^ ^  ^ I»» /-k ^ 
^ w. ^ W J. J. i. ^ CXi-Xsa ^2 ) d J- C UlLC ocmxc OO L. IIV: oc 
given by Mandel in his development. That is, when the matrix, Q, is the 
identity matrix, I, the approximate distributions obtained from the 
formulas are the same as the distributions obtained by Mandel. If the 
matrix, Q, is not the identity, the values of b, h^, and h^ obtained 
from these formulas could deviate considerably from the value of 1 and 
t"n^ ri<^0"T*ooc n r •fT'oort r\Tn crT^r^r» MrafiHol Dr» v O -n 1 
cases in which the matrix, Q, was different from the identity. In his 
work, he was interested in how heterogeneous error variances affect 
tests for rows and columns rather than tests of non-additivity. There­
fore, it is of interest to see how these cases affect the non-additive 
tests proposed by Mandel and Tukey. The results for the tests of non-
additivity and Sox's results are given in Tables o.l and respective^ 
« /-s r- 4 ov-z-i *"'"^ 0 To*'^ 0^ 0 f T ^  
« ^ ^  y t w ok !_/ ck ^  <w is— ul- ^ ' v* k" ^ / 
If the ratios of the quadratic forms are central F random 
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variables, these levels of significance should all be .05. Any 
discrepency from this indicates that a ratio is not a central F 
random variable, and that there is an over or under estimation of 
significance. It should also be noted that the values of p  influence the 
approximate distributions of the non-additivity tests. This means 
that when comparing the performance results of tests on cross-
classifications of different sizes, the values of must be standard­
ized to account for the different number of rows. The standardization 
we adopted was to set p_'£^/m equal to a constant. In Table 3.1 the 
uciiiL. cûu&eli waa 'tvj. 
Table 3.1. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 level when column variances are unequal in a 
two-way analysis of variance table 
Number 
of 
Number 
of ^ 
Columns 
Column 
Non-Additivity Tests 
Rows^ Variances Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
3 12 3 . 054 . 053 . 054 .053 
5 3 12 3 . 055 .053 . 054 . 053 
11 5 1 1 3  .156 .053 .153 .078 
3 1 1 3  1 r\r\ • W .052 .102 .078 
3 5 1 1 1 1 3  .100 .052 .091 .089 
3 11 1 1...1 3 . 090 .050 . 080 . 080 
a 
The sum of squares of the row effects divided bv the number of rows 
equals 40.  
b 
Column effects are -2, 0, 2 for 3 columns, -4,-2,0,2,4 for 5 columns 
and -1 0,-8,-6,-4, -2,0,2,4,6,  8, 10 for 1 1 /T\ 1 ^  tm-r* c 
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Table 3 .2. Levels of significance for tests of row and column effects 
at the .05 level when column variances are unequal in an 
analysis of variance table - Box (1954b) 
Number 
of 
Number 
of Column Tests of Row and Column Effects 
Rows Columns Variances Rows Test Columns Test 
11 3 12 3 .043 .055 
5 3 12 3 .043 .056 
11 3 1 1 3  .038 .059 
5 3 1 1 3  .039 .061 
3 5 1 1 1 1 3  .045 .069 
3 11 1 1...1 3 .049 .071 
Discuss ion of tables 
The. conclusion which Box makes about the results for the columns 
esse ]_s unsT rns i.svG± oi signiixccnict; uveit^tju-Liucu-ëu.. iiCwcVcÂr, 
order for this discrepancy to be large> variance differences would 
have to be large. His conclusion for the rows test is that the dis­
crepancies are about of che same order as the columns test, but in the 
opposite direction, thus leading to underestimation of significance. 
Comparing lines 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 of Tables 3.2; he concludes that 
the effects are worst when all the variances but one are at the lower 
end of the range. Finally, comparing the last four lines of the table. 
Box concludes that the between-rows ciscrepancy is worse when che 
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number of rows exceeds the number of columns, while the between-
columns discrepancy is worse when the number of columns exceeds the 
number of rows. As a general conmienc, Box scaces chat the discrepan­
cies in probability for both the tests on rows and columns are not very 
large. 
The conclusions which can be drawn about the effect of these cases 
on tests of non-additivity are that the results for the tests of con­
currence indicate that the significance is overestimated, but that it 
is quite small. Similarly, the results for the tests of slope and 
non-concurrence indicate that the significance is overestimated and in 
some cases to a very large degree. Comparing lines 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 
of Table 3.1, the conclusion to the results is very similar to that of 
Box, viz, the effects are worst when all the variances but one are at 
the lower range. Comparing lines 1 and 2, the results indicate for all 
the tests that the number of rows does not appreciably alter the levels 
wi. o-i-gyitu-i. j-v-citiv-c: • o j-luj._ucii. j. j 5 ciiirj, v . iu v-ciii uc 
•H VNA 1 CiTTO "I o /-> -r o "? rr-m -Î"r-Î/->^r><^o "ÎT-iT- I O L L N R  /-» <-Nmr\ «r» - Î  rr 1  4 c A  / ,  
for the tests of slopes and non-concurrence indicate that as the number 
of rows increases the overestimation of the level of significance also 
increases. In general, it can be stated that the level of significance 
for certain tests of non-additivity is highly dependent on the variance-
ano co-Luiûns crie cwo—way Cj-assiljzxcacxon. 
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Supporting Results 
In the preceding section; it was pointed out that heterogeneous 
error variances were introduced by assuming that observations from the 
same column had the same error variance, while observations from 
different columns had unequal variances. It was also stated that mean 
squares for tests of non-odditivity, given by Mandel and Tukey, could 
be represented as quadratic forms. The matrices of the quadratic forms 
were composed of elements which were functions of the row and column 
effects, and for i =1,2,...,m and j = l,2,...,n, and hence were 
random. Because of these two conditions, matrices being composed of 
random elements and heterogeneous error variances, a procedure by Box 
was used to find an approximate distribution for the ratio of quadratic 
forms associated with a test of non-additivity. In order to find this 
approximate distribution, denoted by bFCh^^h^), the quantities b, h^, 
pTin n. nad to 00 iiouiici. xut; xOtTuu._Las i-Ox i_ue Guariuxties r». n- . and h^ 
z j- ^ 
for each test of non-additivity are given in (3.1.9) through (3.1.23). 
Using these formulas, values were calculated for a number of different 
variance-covariance matrices, 0, and column effects, y . For each case, 
an approximate distribution was obtained for each test of non-additivity 
and was used to calculate the levels of significance at the .05 level. 
The cases that were used and the levels of significance that were 
obtained are given in Table 3.3. Levels of significance at the .01 level 
for these same cases are given in Table 3.4. A small simulation was 
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carried out for each of these cases and the results used to find 
empirical levels of significance. The simulation consisted of 50 two-
way classifications in which the variance-covariance matrix, Q, and the 
column effects, y^, were the same throughout. After obtaining the 50 
two-way classifications, an analysis of variance was computed for each. 
The computer programs used to obtain the two-way classifications and 
construct the analysis of variances can be found in Appendix III. It 
should be pointed out that a larger number of two-way classifications 
could have been used. However, due to financial restrictions this was 
not desirable. The intent of the simulation was not to obtain a precise 
estimate of the levels of significance, but rather to indicate whether 
the significance obtained by the formulas was in the right direction, 
i.e over or underestimated, and of proper magnitude. The results of 
the simulations are given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. These tables give 
empirical levels of significance at the .05 and .01 levels respectively. 
'' 'i ' »—s y-s ^ ^ ^  t t ^ ^  n y» ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "7 ^ ^ ^ ^ •• # ^ 
x tic ciiijju. j. j-^^d j. oi. o d j. c ojanj.j.ox j-vavuc w 
the calculated levels except for the cases in which the column variances 
are 90, 15, 1, 3. These along wich the other cases will be discussed 
in the next section. The comparison of the empirical levels with the 
calculated levels implies that, except for a few cases the calculated 
j-cvcj-o v/j- o oi. c v-jlvjoc l.\_/ u iic l.j.u.c j_ovc:a.o« 
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Table 3.3. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 level when column variances are unequal in a 
two-way classification 
Non-Additivity Tests Number Number 
of of ^ Column 
Rows^ Columns^ Variance Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
6 4 1, 2, 3, 4 .056 .052 .056 .054 
11 4 1, 2, 3, 4 .055 .053 .055 .053 
4 6 1, 2,  3, 4, 5, 6 .057 .052 .055 .054 
4 11 1, 2, ... , 10, 11 .055 .051 .054 .052 
6 4 90,  18,  1,  3 .398 .223 .348 .197 
11 4 90,  18,  1,  3 .458 .313 .385 .338 
4 11 90,18,1,3,34,66,  .070 .070 .066 .060 
43,42,85,24,8 
6 6 19,99,79,75,35,56 .031 .084 .030 .035 
^The sum of squares of the row effects divided by the number of 
rows is 40. 
K 
^ ^ 1 « «—«i i-i c ^ ^  ^ <-» "3 t t o ^ ^  /. n « « wm — *5 t '2 ^ f v» ^ 
Jl. LLliU-i. Oi. C ^ , U- ^ -T J- y _/ ) ^ , .V ) .k A. w 
columns, and -10,-8,-5,-4,-2,0,2,4,6,8,10 for 11 columns. 
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Table 3.4. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .01 level when column variances are unequal in a 
two-way classification 
Number 
of 
Number 
Columns 
Column Non--Additivitv Tests 
Rows Variances Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
6 4 1,  2,  3,  4 .012 .011 .013 .012 
11 4 1,  2,  3,  4 .012 .010 .012 .011 
4 6 1, 2,  3,  4,  5,  6 .013 .011 .013 .012 
4 11 1, 2, 10, 1] .012 .010 .012 .011 
6 4 90, 18, 1, 3 .293 .121 .254 .095 
11 4 90,  18,  1 ,  3 .339 .168 .286 .119 
4 11 90 
43 
,18,1,3,34,66,  
,42,85,24,8 .020 .019 .018 .016 
6 6 19 ,99,79,75,35,56 .007 .029 .007 .007 
^The sum of squares of the row effects divided by the number of rows 
is ^ 0 = 
^Column effects are -3,-1,1,3 for 4 columns, -5,-3,-1,1,3,5 for 6 
columns, and -10.-8.-6,-4.-2.0,2.4.6.8.10 for 11 columns. 
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Table 3.5. Empirical levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 level when column variances are unequal in a 
two-way classification 
Number Number 
of of ^ 
Rows'' Columns' 
Column 
Variances 
Non-Additivitv Tests 
Slopes Con. Non-Con^ Tukey 
6 
11 
4 
4 
6 
11 
4 
4 
6 
11 
4 
1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4  . 06  . 08  
1 ,  k ,  3 ,  4  .08 .06 
1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6  . 04  . 04  
1, 2, ..., 10, 11 .16 .04 
90, 18, 1, 3  . 36  .04 
90, 18, 1, 3  .46 .10 
90 ,18 ,1 ,3 ,34 ,66 ,  . 06  . 00  
43 ,42 ,85 ,24 ,8  
19 ,99 ,79 ,75 ,35 ,56  . 00  . 04  
04 
, 06 
.04 
.08 
. 30  
. 40  
.04 
.02 
.04 
.08 
. 02  
.10 
. 06  
.30 
.06 
.02  
The sum of squares of the row effects divided by the number of 
rows is 40: 
'^Column effects are -3,-1,1,3 for 4 columns, -5,-3,-1,1,3,5 ror o 
columns, and -10,-8.-6,-4,-2.0,2,4,6,8,10 for 11 columns. 
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Table 3.6. Empirical levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .01 level when column variances are unequal in a 
two-way classification 
of ^ of ^ 
P.OV7S Columns 
Column 
Variances 
iNon-AGQicivity j-ests 
Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
6 4 1,  2,  3,  4 .02 .02 .02 o
 
o
 
T_T_ 4 1,  2,  3,  4 .02 .00 .02 . 02 
4 6 1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6 .00 .00 .00 .00 
4 11 1, 2, ..., 10, 11 .08 .00 .02 . 06 
6 4 90, 18, 1, 3 .18 .02 .20 .04 
11 4 90,  18,  1 ,  3 .40 .00 .30 .14 
4 11 90,18,1,3,34,66,  
43,42,85,24,8 
.00 .00 .02 .02 
Ô 6 19,99,79,75,35,56 .00 .00 .00 .02 
^The sum 
-- r. /. n 
of squares of the row effects divided by the number of 
^Column i effects are -3,-1,1,3 for 4 col .umns, -5,-3 , -1,1,3,5 f or 1 
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General Discussion 
The preceding section vas concerned with obtaining information to 
support results obtained from an approximate distribution for the ratio 
of two quadratic forms. The procedure followed considered several 
different cases of column variances and effects. For a given case, an 
approximate distribution '^as obtained for each test of non-additivity, 
and it was used to calculate the levels of significance for .05 and 
.01 level tests. The cases that were examined and the calculated levels 
of significance that were obtained are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 
For these same cases, a simulation was carried out, as described pre­
viously, and the empirical levels of significance obtained as given in 
Tables 3.5 and 3.6. We shall now discuss the information in these 
tables. 
Discussion of tables which contain significance levels 
rnTnna-r-i con of Tanlpq ^ 1 ^nn "^.4 wirh Î.S pna shows that the 
empirical levels of significance generally agree well with the calculated 
levels. The only exceptions are for the test of concurrence and Tukey's 
test in lines 5 and 6 of the tables. For these tests, the empirical 
levels of significance are lower than the calculated levels of signifi­
cance. For example, line 6 of Table 3.3 shows that the calculated level 
of significance of .313 differs substantially from the empirical level 
of significance in Table 3.5 of .10 for concurrence. Thus, we conclude 
that the annroxiinate distribution renresents the actual distribution 
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poorly in this instance. The possibility that an unlucky simulation 
was the cause of the poor results was dispelled by further simulations. 
For a total of 100 simulations, the empirical levels of significance 
at the .05 level were .41, .11, .38, and .24 for the test of slopes, 
concurrence, non-concurrence, and Tukey's respectively. Thus, we see 
that the empirical levels of significance for slopes and non-concurrence 
are in agreement with the calculated levels but that concurrence and 
Tukey are not. Lines 5 and 6 represent the only instances where we 
found the approximations to perform poorly. In fact, when the value of 
p_'p_/m was increased from 40 to 581 for the 11 by 4 classification with 
variances 90, 18, 1, and 3, the approximation and additional (unreported) 
simulation results agreed closely. 
Other comparisons in the tables reveal interesting properties of 
the non-additivity tests. Comparing line 6 of Table 3.3 with line 1 
of Table 3.7, we see that for the same column variances, but different 
column effects, the levels of significance are quite different. In 
fact, the levels of significance for slopes and non-concurrence are 
greater than and less than .05 depending on the column effects. The 
level of significance of .188 for concurrence in line 1 of Table 3.7 
i g particularly striking. Fni- rhi s rpsp. thp errors for slopes and 
row means are highly correlated, the correlation being -.86. when the 
errors are uncorrelated, heterogeneous variances will have little effect 
on the concurrence test because the concurrence tesc is equivalent to 
testing the linear regression of slopes on row means. 
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Table 3.7. Calculated levels of significance for tests of non-
additivity for tests at the .05 level when column variances 
are unequal in a two-way classification 
Number Number 
of of , Column Non-Àdditivity Tests 
Rows Columns Variances Slopes Con, Non-Con. Tukey 
11 4 90, 18, 1, 3 .035 .188 .039 .076 
11 4 1,  3,  18,  90 .034 .070 .032 .049 
11 4 4,  3,  2,  1  .041 .050 .041 .047 
^The sum of squares of the row effects divided by the number of 
rows is 40. 
b 
Column effects are -16, 2, 25, 11 in all cases. 
Comparison of lines 5 and 6 with 7 of Table 3.3 shows that large 
differences in column variances do not necessarily imply large dis­
crepancies from the .05 level of significance. The ratio of the 
largest to smallest variance is 90:1 which is the same in all three 
lines. However, the discrepancy in level of significance from .05 is 
quite large for lines 5 and 6 but small for line 7. Finally, we note 
that discrepancies in the levels of significance are not always in the 
same direction when column variances are heterogeneous. This is seen 
by inspection of lines 2 and 3 of Table 3.7 and line S of Table 3.3. 
Thus, it would be incorrect to conclude from Table 3.3 that tests of 
non-additivity always give levels of significance greater than .05. We 
conclude by noting that the previous discussion applies to Tables 3.4 
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and 3.6 as well. 
Effects on approximate distribution when variance-covariance matrix 
2 2 
If one replaces the variances, O. , by ka^ , where k is a 
positive constant, it can be seen that nearly all the formulas used to 
find approximate distributions are affected. The only formula not 
affected is the one used to find b in the slopes to residual. As an 
example of how these formulas are affected, we look at h^ and h^ for 
slopes to residual. Since the approximation to the variance of ^ '0£/ 
_C'C^ is 0(k"), then as k->°°, h^ ^  0, and as k ^  0, h^ (m-1) . For h^, 
the results are that as k ^  o°, h^ 0, while as k 0, h^ (m-1)* 
((n-l)Ô^-PT)2/ [(n-2)nr-8+ (ô^)^ + + 2GT2/nG - 2(Y'Q2y)/G ] . A 
j. _l j_ — — 
similar discussion can be given to describe the effect of the constant 
k on the other formulas used to obtain approximate distributions. It 
should be noted that in some instances, as k gets large, the resulting 
moor^-ir^rriocc i a ^ ho k ttoli?<c. 
for concurrence to non-concurrence converges to -(m-2) as k increases. 
Clearly, this leads to an unacceptable approximation. In general, it 
"hK A j2r\T^T-r»v*imaf-o n r\t-* c m < -r-, 4 mc 1 oo "î.^-r-.rr c c V 
does not become too large or too small. 
Concluding comments 
In general, it can be concluded that the tests of non-additivity 
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be substantial and are not always in the same direction. The degree to 
which they are affected does not simply depend on the values of the 
variances or how the variances are arranged. There are other factors, 
such as the number of rows, row effects, and column effects which 
along with the variance-covariance matrix structure affect the tests. 
From the work which has been done, it can be concluded that the test 
for concurrence is affected by these factors to a much lesser degree 
than the tests for slopes and non-concurrence. Tukey's test generally 
performs well but can be affected greatly for some combinations of 
variances and column effects. One such unfavorable combination comes 
from a cross-classification with 31 rows, 4 columns, column effects 
equal to -3, -1, 1, 3 and variances equal to 90, 18, 1, and 3. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE EFFECT OF AUTOCORRELATED ERRORS ON TESTS OF NON-ADDITIVITY 
Main Results 
In the construction of the non-additivity tests proposed by 
Mandel (1961) and Tukey (1949), the errors of the observations are 
assumed to have the usual assumptions. In Chapter III, these usual 
assumptions are replaced by other conditions, viz. heterogeneous error 
variances, and it is of interest to see how the non-additivity tests 
are affected. Another condition which occurs frequently in many areas 
of research is that the errors are correlated. An example of this is 
when measurements are taken on the same unit over a period of time. It 
is therefore of interest to see how tests of non-additivity proposed by 
Mandel and Tukey are affected when errors within a row are correlated. 
In particular, two correlation patterns will be considered. First, the 
S ^  ^ ^ -z «m ^ m o — a T  ^  ^vv  ^ A- • v,,/ t L  ^ A & f  ^m «w" — —» «V — —— ' — _ 
tl"*c f" "î c 
CGR(X. ,  X. (4.1.1)  
t c-rn 
where and are random variables and -1< ri < 1. When the errors 
are correlated in this way, they are said to have a first order auto-
regressive structure. Second, observations which are adjacent have the 
same correlation, n. while those which are not adjacent are uncorrelated. 
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This is called a first order serial correlation by Box (1954b). For 
the first order serial correlation pattern, we assume that 
!n !  <  ( 2  cos (n/(n+l))) 1  (4 .1 .2 )  
where n  = 3.141593. This ensures that the variance-covariance matrix 
is positive definite. 
As in Chapter III, we assume that observations can be represented 
by the models (3.1.1) and (3.1.2). We could not extend the non-standard 
techniques used by Mandel and Tukey to derive distributional properties 
for the quadratic forms associated with the tests of non-additivity in 
the cases in which the errors are correlated. Therefore, the procedure 
which gives an approximate distribution for the ratio of quadratic forms, 
as given by Box, is used. To use this procedure, the sums of squares 
for slopes, concurrence, non-concurrence, and residual will be 
represented as quadratic forms and then divided by degrees of freedom. 
For each test of non-additivity, the quantities b, h_, and h. must be 
found to obtain an approximate distribution. This implies that the 
mean and variance of each quadratic form of the ratio must be derived. 
The matrices of the quadratic forms are composed of random elements 
and hence conditioning arguments need to be employed in order to find 
^ V» ** ^ Tjr ~ v »• •• «i^ ^ -v- -v— /-\ mm ^ "V /g -v "V" O ^  ^ ^  ^ O * ^ C O 
L# 1 i ^ ^  ill i, L & A VI V C* Àm Cx & k Sm. W V w* ^ y W & A W ^ A. A. W ^ ^ Sw# ^ ^  ^  V «m» ^ ^ 
W —- W iiW, ^ L- ^ V/ ii .^11^ Cx ^ ^  ^ UiCL w i ^ V—' ^ ^ V Cfc V, W O Kw/ W w <» W & ASM*- «p> W ^ ^ ^ 
uTo - î l l i i c t -T - î î t -O  r^ - î -F -FTPnl t -TOC T.TVI  OT l  +"  M  A  
„ 4--: „„ c- that of a first order autoresressive. 
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It has been previously stated that in order to derive the 
conditional mean of a quadratic form, the conditional mean and variance 
of the observational vector must be found. This entails finding the 
matrices Z , Z ^, and Z and then forming Z 2 ^ and Z Z 
z z yz ^ yz z yz z zy 
In Chapter III, the matrix Z^ was block diagonal, which made the deriva­
tions fairly simple. However, when within row errors are correlated, 
Z^ is partitioned as 
Z = 
z 
Z.. Z.„ 
XX xz 
^21 ^22 
where 
(1/(1 ^^^^^-3-n-l'^ 
Zl2 = - (l/(l-n))l^_.b') 
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Here, 
B = 
1 n 
n 1 
n— 2 n— 3 
ri n 
n-2 
1 
(i-n),...,(i-n), 1) 
= (i-n*, Tid-n) + (i-n" ^ ), nd-n^) + (i-n* 
n(i-n* + (1 -rf)) 
5^ = (^:A-2' 
M = + 9n - nn^ 4- rn"^ Cl-n'Ul-n^ *") 
Note that (l-n) is repeated (n-3) times in the b_ vector, o" is a fixed 
— _L 
parameter, and - 1 < n<l. Since jZ j 5^ 0, 0, and 0, we 
use theorem 8.2.1 from Graybill (1969) to find Z That is, 
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-1 
^11 ^12 
F.. F._ 
Z I  z z  
where 
^11 ^12 ^ 22 ^21^ 
-1 -1 -1 
"C — y n {<7 _ <7 «7 y \ 
'21 22 21 ""11 ^12 22 21' 
21 = -z.:^ Z,,(Z„ - Zj^ z^--11 
^22 *-^22 ^21 ^ 11 ^12^ 
The matrices ?^2' ^2"'' ^2'? will not be derived. An example of 
the complications encountered is illustrated by the following expression 
for Fgg. 
-1 
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^ B + b% B 1 bg) -
(d-n) (2 + (n-2) (1-n)) • 
j^(2+(n-3) (1-n))- - 2(1-1) - (--i+n)(2+(n-3) (1-n)) + (1-n) 
((n-l+n)(l . -rf))2+2((l+n)(2+(n.-2)(n-l)))  ^'((n-l+n)'  
(2+(n-3)(l-n) -  2(l-n) l (2+(n-3)(l-n))  
(n-l+n)(l-n2) bg + (2 + (n-3)(l-n))(( l-n^)(2+(n-2).  
(1-n))  ^<(n-i+n)2-2(i-n)"^(n-i+n))b;bT+(i-n) ^ 
% \ ^  I 
"-2 -3" J 
Because of these complications, the random elements in the matrices of 
the quadratic forms were replaced by their expectations. That is, the 
elements of the matrices were assumed to be fixed. However, we could 
not obtain the exact distribution of the ratio of quadratic forms even 
with this simplification. Thus, the procedure by Box was used to obta 
an aDDroximace distribution for each test of non-addicivitv. The 
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formulas for the quantities b, h^, and h^ needed for the approximate 
distributions follow. The derivation of the means and variances of the 
quadratic forms associated with the quantities can be found in Appendix 
Define 
?! = ySy/y'y, e = = i:Qi , c = y'y, 
**• ""il —il X —11 —n — — ' and 
Gl  =  lA% 
Slopes to Residual: 
b = (n-2)P^/(nO^ - n  ^8 - P^) (4.1.3) 
h^ = (m-1) (4 .1 .4 )  
h^ = N,/D, (4 .1 .5 )  
= (m-l)(na*' - (6,/n) - P,)' (4 .1 .6 )  
=  ( t r  Q-  -  ZKG/n)  -  2G ^y 'Q^y  +  ( e^ /n )"  +  2 (nG)  "G '  +  
f\2) 
jl 
(4 .1 .7 )  
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Concurrence to Non-Concurrence: 
same as for slones to residua] 
Tukey's Test: 
(4 .1 .8 )  
( 4 .1 .9 )  
(m-2) (4.1.10) 
Non-Concurrence to Residual: 
same as slopes to residual (4.1.11) 
(•m-2) (4.1.12) 
//. 1 1 
(Cm- l ) (n - l ) - l )PT/ ( (m- l )o^  -  (m- l ) (9^ /n ) -PT)  (4 .1 .14 )  
(4.1.15) 
N2/D2  (4 .1 .16 )  
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N = ((m-l)a^ - (m-l)(e^ /n) - (4.1.17) 
D_ = ((m-l)tr - 2 (m-l)n"^-2G~\'Q^v + 
On-l)(8,/n)2 ^  2 (nG)"lG_2 + (4.1.18) 
± 1 X 
It should again be pointed out that these formulas were derived 
assuming the matrices of the quadratic forms are fixed. It should also 
be pointed out that the distributions obtained from these formulas are 
approximate. Keeping these two points in mind, we examine hew different 
values of r], for the two correlation cases, affect tests of non-additivity. 
In particular^ we consider some values of ri which Box (1954b) uses to see 
how the tests for rows and columns are affected if the errors have 
first order serial correlation. The results obtained by Box and those 
for the tests of non-additivity are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 
respectively. The work by Box was carried out in response to a remark 
made by R. A. Fisher (1941) concerning data on the frequency of rainfall 
classified by hour of the day and month of the year. Fisher remarked 
that the serial correlation between hours entirely invalidates the 
"between months" comparisons, but the "between hours" comparison could 
c ^ ^ T Ç rs-^ f- a c ^  ^ A c f- i-i i f- H 
^}-;p T ^ ^ •.-N^-v-4- /-N-P +-T-V-ÎQ c +- Ck**"» o-^ f- -T c -m f- i mm o/^ 4 c ^ 1 "^T c 
and it is of interest to make a clear study of such examples." 
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Table 4.1. Levels of significance for tests of row and column effects 
at the .05 level when errors within a row have first order 
serial correlation -Box (1954b)^ 
Type of Test - .4  
Correlation (n) 
— • 2 . 2  .4 
Between rows 
Between columns 
,000 .010 
353 
.050 131 .247 
For cross-classified table with 5 rows and 5 columns. 
Table 4.2. Levels of significance for non-additivity tests at the .05 
level when errors within a row have first order serial 
correlation^ 
Type of Test -.4 
Correlation (n) 
- . 2  0 .2 
Slopes 
Concurrence 
Non-Concurrence 
Tukey 
.001 
.051 
.001 
.051 
.011 
.052 
.012 
.051 
.050 
.050 
.050 
.050 
.167 
.052 
.162 
.051 
.291 
.053 
. 173 
.052 
^or cross-classified table with 5 rows and 5 columns in which 
T) ^ p"P-Po/-»-f-o T.TOT-O —Ix —9 n 9 A . 
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The conclusions which Box makes about his results are; 1. they 
confirm that very large discrepancies in probability for the between-
rows test do in fact occur, and 2. the discrepancies in probability for 
the between-columns test are minimal. His final comment is that the 
remarks of Fisher concerning the analysis of the rainfall data are seen 
to be justified. 
The conclusions concerning the tests of non-additivity are that 
the tests for slopes and non-concurrence are affected in a similar 
fashion as the between-rows test. VJhen the value of r\ is negative and a 
.05 level test is used, the level of significance is smaller than .05. 
When Ti is positive, the level of significance is larger than .05. The 
test of concurrence is affected very little for the cases considered. 
A possible explanation for this concerns the correlation between the 
slopes and the row means. If these are not correlated, which is true 
for the cases in Table 4.2, then a linear regression of slopes on row 
means is not affected. 
A test of the hypothesis that the regression coefficient is equal to 
zero is the same test as that for concurrence. Since there is no correla­
tion between the errors of the slopes and those of the row effects this 
u c 5 v  z "  i t v ;  v  j .  1 1  l i  o  -  u i i j i . c 5  j l i i i  l /  j l  j l .  c a  i - n o u .  i  i c .  w j .  ^  ^  ^  
will be unaffected. It should be noted that if the column effects 
differ from -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, this will influence the correlation 
between slopes and row means and hence the test of concurrence might 
be affected. We might also expect that Tukey's test and the test for 
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concurrence will react similarly because both use the same sum of 
squares in the numerator. However, the denominator sum of squares in 
Tukey*s test differs from the concurrence test by the presence of the 
residual sum of squares. This implies that Tukey's test and the test 
of concurrence will not always be affected exactly the same as they 
were in these cases. 
Supporting Results 
In the preceding section, the interest was to see how tests of non-
additivity proposed by Mandel and Tukey are affected when the errors of 
the observations are correlated. To investigate this, a procedure very 
similar to that in Chapter III was followed except the matrices of the 
quadratic forms associated with the sums of squares were taken to be 
fixed. After determining the formulas for the quantities b, h^, and 
obtained for a number of different values of r. for both correlation 
structures. For each structure and for each test of non-additivity, an 
"F r\ V -t-O O C T3 f" f-)-* o A s Cl-» m 1 OTTOT O O /« '^ O'-Î^roc ^ c f 
significance when the errors within a row have a first order auto-
regressive structure. Table 4.4 gives levels of significance when the 
errors within a row have first order serial correlation. For some cases 
*_/ -i. Oca.*—Li. i. o<-j. ) a. omcLa.u. o it wao 
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the results used to find empirical levels of significance. The 
simulation consisted of 50 two-way classifications which were generated 
by the computer. After obtaining the 50 two-way classifications, an 
analysis of variance was computed for each. The computer programs used 
to generate the classifications for both correlation structures can be 
found in Appendix IV. The program used to compute the analysis of 
variances is the one given in Appendix III. The simulations were 
conducted for a similar purpose as the simulations in Chapter III. That 
is 5 we did not want to obtain a precise estimate of the levels of signifi­
cance but rather to indicate whether the significance obtained by the 
formulas was in the right direction, i.e. over or underestimated, and 
of proper magnitude. Table 4.5 gives empirical levels of significance 
when the errors within a row have a first order autogressive structure. 
Empirical levels of significance for errors within a row which have first 
order serial correlation are given in Table 4.6. The empirical levels 
of significance in these tables are similar in magnitude to the calcu­
lated levels of significance in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. This comparison 
implies that the calculated levels are close to the true levels for the 
cases considered. 
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Table 4.3. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 and .01 levels when errors within a row have a 
first order autoregressive structure^ 
Non-Additivity Tests 
Level of ^ 
Test Correlation (ri) Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
.05 —. 8 .002 .050 .002 .058 
-.4 .004 .050 .004 .051 
.4 .287 .051 .276 .052 
.8 .677 .050 .657 .054 
.01 —. 8 .000 .010 .000 .015 
-.4 .000 .010 .001 .011 
.4 .108 .011 .106 .012 
.8 .456 .013 .418 .012 
^For cross-classified table with 11 rows and 4 columns. Column 
effects were -3, -1, 1, 3. 
b I i— "Î Î 
"Correlation of columns i and j in the same row is ri ' 
Table 4.4. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 and .01 levels when errors within a row have first 
order serial correlation^ 
INOll—AQU i L XV i I.V 
Level or 
Test Correlation (n) Slopes Con, Non-Con, Tukey 
.05 —. 4 . 004 .050 . 004 . 051 
-.2 .014 .051 .015 .050 
. 2 . 148 .050 . 157 . 051 
.4 .368 .050 .346 .052 
. 01 -. 4 . 000 . 010 . 000 - Oxi 
-.2 .002 .011 .002 .010 
.2 .039 .010 .037 .010 
.4 .157 .010 .158 .011 
POT ctosS' 
effects were -3 
-classif ied 
» —-1- 5  1 , S> • 
table "ith 11 ro'-^s and à columns - Column 
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Table 4.5. Empirical levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 and .01 levels when errors with a row have a 
first order autoregressive structure^ 
Non-Additivity Tests 
Test Correlation (ri)^ Slopes Con, Non-Con, Tukey 
.05 -.8 .00 .08 .00 .02 
.8  .64 .02 .62 .16 
.01 -.8 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.8  .46 .00 .40  .06 
^For cross-classified table with 11 rows and 4 columns. Column 
effects were -3, -1, 1, 3. 
S2.TT>0 1 i—T iTow i-s "n 1. 
Table 4.6. Empirical levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 and .01 levels when errors within a row have first 
order serial correlation^ 
, , Non-Additivity Tests 
:vel of 
Test Correlation (ri) Slopes Con. Non-Con. Tukey 
.05 -.4 .02  .oy -Uld .04  
.4 .34  .04 .32 .12 
.01 -.4 
o
 
o
 .02 .00 .02  
.4 .14 .00  .14 .02  
^For cross-classified table with 11 rows and 4 columns. Column 
effects were -3, -1, 1, 3. 
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General Discussion 
In the previous sectiou, a naruùer of different values of r, were 
considered for two correlation structures. 1. The errors within a row 
have a first order autoregressive structure, and 2. the errors within a 
row have first order serial correlation. For a given value of ri, 
approximate distributions were obtained for the tests of non-additivity 
and these were used to calculate levels of significance at the .05 and 
.01 levels. These results are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. A small 
simulation was carried out for certain values of n for each correlation 
structure and levels of significance recorded for .05 and .01 levels. 
These results are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. It is now of interest 
to examine these tables and see what conclusions can be made from the 
cases considered. 
Discussion of tables which contain levels of significance 
Comparing Tables 't.5 and 4.6 wiuh Tables 4.3 auù 4.4, It can be 
chat; apart from a few exceptions, the significance levels of the two 
tables are in the same direction. That is, when the value of " is 
negative then the levels of significance for both the calculated and 
empirical levels are much smaller than .05 and .01. When the value of 
M is positive, however, the levels of significance for both are much 
larger than .05 and .01. Ic should be noced c'nac che column effects 
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influence the results to a very large degree as can be seen in Table 
4.7. That is, not only has the magnitude of the levels of significance 
been reduced considerably but the direction in some instances is 
completely opposite, e.g. line S of Table 4.7 as compared to line 8 of 
Table 4.4 for slopes and non-concurrence. Examining lines 1 through 4 
and 5 through 8 of Tables 4.3 and 4.4, it can be seen that as n converges 
to 0 the levels of significance decrease in magnitude. In lines 1 and 2 
and 5 and 6 of Table 4.7, it can be seen that the differences in magni­
tude are quite small compared to the differences in lines 1 and 4 and 5 
and 8 of Table 4.3. This same statement can be made about lines 3 and 4 
and 7 and 8 of Table 4.7 when compared to lines 1 and 4 and 5 and 8 of 
Table 4.4. Therefore, as in the case of unequal column variances, the 
column effects influence the levels of significance to a very large 
degree. In general, it can be concluded from the results obtained that 
correlation between the errors within a row affect the significance levels 
of the tests of non-additivity. However, a general statement concerning 
the direction and the magnitude of the levels of significance is not 
possible since this depends not only on the correlation, n, but on the 
column effects as well. As a final comment, we note that the calculated 
levels cf significance are not changed as they were in Chapter III. if 
the variance-covariance matrix is multiplied by a constant. 
Uniform correlation matrix 
A correlation structure of special interest occurs when all 
observations within the same row of a two-way classification have the 
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Table 4.7. Calculated levels of significance for non-additivity tests 
at the .05 and .01 levels when errors within a row are 
correlated^ 
Non-Additivity Tests 
Level of Correlation 
Test Structure" Correlation (n) Slopes Con, Ron-Con. Tukey 
.05 1 -.8 .017 .050 .017 .054 
1 .8 .067 .050 .067 .057 
2 -.4 .059 .052 .058 .053 
2 .4 .004 .051 .004 .060 
.01 1 -.8 .003 .010 .003 .012 
1 .8 .015 .010 .015 .013 
2 -.4 .014 .011 .014 .012 
2 .4 .001 .012 .001 .015 
^For cross-classified table with 11 rows and 4 columns. Column 
effects were -16, 2, 25, -11. 
^Correlation Structures, 1. errors have a first order autoregressive 
structure, 2. errors have first order serial correlation. 
same correlation. The resulting correlation matrix is said to be 
"uniform." The uniform correlation matrix arises naturally in two 
special circumstances and both are very important in practice. The 
physical act of randomization in the randomized block design induces 
unlforsL correlation a^ong treatments with a block. Thus, the twc-wa]/ 
classification of blocks as rows and treatments as columns has the 
uniform correlation property. Uniform correlation also occurs as a 
consequence of the split-plot model. In this case, means for the treat­
ment combinations maybe cross-classified with rows representing whole 
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plot treatments and columns representing split-plot treatments. Here, 
means in the same row have the same or uniform correlation and means 
from different rows are independent. 
Tests of non-additivity are of interest in circumstances when 
observations within the same row of a cross-classification have a uni­
form correlation matrix. In this case, it is straightforward to show 
that the four tests of non-additivity examined in this thesis are un­
affected by the uniform correlation structure. This implies that the 
error mean squares used in the tests come from subdivisions of the row 
by column interaction sum of squares. Careful consideration should be 
given if sums of squares from other sources are pooled with sources from 
the interaction to form an error with more degrees of freedom. For 
example, one might partition the block design into slopes and "residual" 
and use the residual mean square as error for testing slopes. However, 
it xjonja not be appropriate to pool sums of squares from subsampling 
with this residual. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There were two major purposes of this thesis. First, it was to see if 
heterogeneous error variances, and autocorrelated errors affect tests 
of ncu-additivity, in particular those proposed by Mandel and Tukey. 
Second, if these tests are affected, to develop a conservative test 
similar to that proposed by Geisser and Greenhouse (1958). This thesis 
has shown that the tests of non-additivity are affected by both hetero-
degree. However, it was also discovered that column effects, row 
effects, and numbers of rows affect the tests as well. In fact, these 
last factors influence the results to such a large degree that it is 
not possible to say in general what the magnitude or the direction of 
the level of significance will be for a given situation. Therefore, 
-nn o-<=>r»o*rp1 Q rr;r> nci ;3nnn1- rnA 1 Q nf <5*1 crn "i f T — 
cance, a concept like that of a conservative test could not be developed. 
This is unfortunate because if such a rest could have been developed, 
it could have been used for the very important situations in which the 
standard deviations of the treated populations is a function of the 
treatment means or when experimental units are repeatedly measured. The 
work which was done used many approximate techniques, which can 
probably be improved. However, these techniques were adequate for my 
purposes. The results obtained mathematically were supported by simula-
tioa results. These simulations indicated that the aooroximace 
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distributions were sufficiently accurate to show how the tests of non-
additivity are affected by departures from the usual assumptions. 
The test of non-additivity least affected by heterogeneous 
variances or correlated errors is the test of concurrence. The perform­
ance of the test is adequate enough so that it can be recommended in 
almost all circumstances. The tests for slopes and non-concurrence 
performed poorly most often and cannot be recommended when large depart­
ures from the usual assumptions are suspected. Tukey's test is affected 
more than the test for concurrence, but less than the tests for slopes 
and non-concurrence. There is no reason to use Tukey's test when 
departures from the usual assumptions are suspected because both tests, 
concurrence and Tukey's, test the same hypothesis. Thus, the test for 
concurrence is preferred over Tukey's test because it is affected least 
by departures from the usual assumptions. 
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APPENDIX I 
Derivations of Means and Variances of Quadratic Forms when 
Error Variances are Heterogeneous 
The procedure proposed by Box (1954a) to find an approximate 
distribution, bF(h^,h2), for the ratio of two independent non-negative 
quadratic forms requires one to find the quantities b, h^, and h^. It 
can be seen, by referring to the theorem at the end of Chapter II, that 
these quantities are a function of the means and variances of the 
quadratic forms which make up the ratio. Therefore, in order to obtain 
an approximate distribution for a ratio, it is necessary to derive the 
mean and variance of each quadratic form. The work which follows 
concerns the derivation of the mean and variance of quadratic forms, 
which form ratios for the tests of non-additivity proposed by Mandel 
and Tukey. 
Procedural discussion 
uje assiTTne t'nat e^cn r;9'n np rpnresenreo nv the 
following model 
y. . = y+p.+B .Y.-i-e . . i=l,2 m 1=1.2 n j-J i i j -
where |i, p., g_., and y. are fixed parameters and represents random 
^ ^ J * 
error. we also assume that )' ~ "N(0,Q) where 0 is an 
x± 1/ xn — — 
2 2 2 
•• »• -»• * W.  ^ WW 4-1^   O ViA V* /• O SAlAiO i-
S»^ ^ 1 O ^ O 1 1 TN /-% ^ ^ ^ ^ #* y» y» M • I fc V w f A w ^ ^ ^ —V ly\-. oo x o ^ x w x luo ) ^ cli.iva ax uci. 
Ktj ri0cy'»*c»cic r\ f Ç nrn +-%»o r\^ r.-r-f 1 1 "Ko 
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derived. In deriving the mean and variance, conditioning arguments 
will be employed since the matrices associated with the quadratic 
forms are random. The elements which will be conditioned upon are the 
row and column effects denoted by ^ and -
X / n—J. J. z 
where R. = y. -y.., and C.= y .-y for i=l,2,...,m-l and 
1  1 .  3 - 3 * '  
j=l,2,...,n-l. The bar dot notation is defined as before, viz. 
n 
y. =(l/n).E.y. .. The row and column effects will be referred to as 
the vector, z ,  that is z' = (CL,C_,...,C ^ ,R-, ,R_,. .. ,R ,). The fact 
— — X z n—1 1 z m—J. 
that conditioning arguments are employed, implies that the conditional 
mean and variance of the observational vector, y, will be used in 
deriving the conditional mean and variance of y'Ay. Therefore, the 
conditional mean and variance of y will now be found. 
Derivation of the conditional mean and variance of the observational 
vector 
Let y' = (y^', 72*where y^' = ''^in^ 
where ^ is a fixed constant, 1^ is a t x 1 vector composed of ones, 
p ' = (pt ,p o ' • • • >P ) > ^ is an m X m identity matrix, 3 ' = (gL,g_,..., 
J- z LI HI "• -L z 
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Z y = diag (Q,Q,...,Q) (Al.2) 
and 0 represents the right direct product or as it is sometimes called 
Kronecker product. Define 
—2 2  
a = (1/n) Z a. , Z to be the variance-covariance matrix of z, and 
j=l ^ ^ 
1 to be the covariance matrix of the vectors y and z. The conditional 
yz - -
mean and variance of v will be denoted by u and I respectively, 
- -y.z y.z 
and are defined as follows. 
-1 
y.z 
L -
V 
L L 
yz z zy 
I K-\ 
It can be seen that the matrices Z , I """j and Z are essential in 
z' z yz 
finding the conditional mean and variance of y. Therefore, the 
following discussion describes their deviation. 
The elements which comfose the matrix 1 are 
z 
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1. V(C ) = (Oj2/m)(i_2n 4 (a/mn) 
2. COV(C.,C ) = -(0.2 + 0 2)/mn 
3 ^ 3 ^ 
3. VCR^) = (â^/n) 
4. COV(R^,Rp = -(a~/mrO 
5. COV(R_,C ) = 0 
for i, £=1, 2, .. . ,21-1 and j ,k=l,2,. . .n-1. Therefore, 
= diag (S^,S^) (A1.6) 
where = m ^P(I ,-n ^1 .1' ,) - (mn) ^ 1 1' P + (a^/mn)» 
1 n—1 —n—1—n—1 -n—1—n—1 
, 2 2 
1^2 ?^2 " : 
, It follows that ^ = diag (S^ "^'^2 since can be 
written as ir. ^ (P-n ^1_ ^-n where ç' = a^-
2 2 2 
a ,...,0"" ^-a ), and this is of the form (W^ + FDF') where and B 
n n-1 n XI
are non-singular matrices, it follows from Searle (1971, p. 460) that 
'^.nf I •) P "(I 
n-1 
(1/.Z.TL)1 .V') (A1.7) 
 ^ • 2. • 
where = (o^ /o. ) for j =1,2, . . . ,n-l, and V' = (i-ri-,, l- n ? , . - - ,  
J *- J — 
J. — Tl_ , ) . 
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Similarly, since is of the form (W^+FDF') it follows that 
(A1.8) 
The matrix S can be found by finding the covariances between 
yz 
the elements of v and z and is given bv 
yz 
= E 
zy 
M' M' .M' 
N/ N-' ...N ' 
. 1 2 m . 
(.Àx.y; 
where M' = jm ^(I ,-n ^1 -1' .)P, (a ^ /mn)l . 
n-1 -n-l-n-l ^ n -n-i 
, = n -1 
m ^1 1' 
—m—1—n 
-
Q, e_. is an (m-1) x 1 vector in which the i . th 
element is one and all other elements are zero, this holding for i = 
1,2, _ . . 1, and N ' = -'n: "i ^ Tisinj tne derived exprêssiùn 
of S . Z . and Z . the conditional mean u , and the conditional 
z z yz —y. z 
variance, Z of v can be found. We now nroceed to derive the mean 
y . z ,  
and variance of the quadratic forms associated with the tests of non-
additivity. 
Quadratic forms associated with the tests of non-additivity 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 contain sums of squares associated with slopes, 
concurrence .non-concurrence, and residual. When b_. is expressed as 
" ' r'/ r* t r* -^r-. /-v-F onn^ j-r-oc Ko t*^ n  ^Q CMAdratiC 
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forms. The representations of these are, 1. slopes, y'A^y, 2. concurrence, 
Y'A^y, 3. non-concurrence, ^ '(A^-Ag)^, and, 4. residual, where 
A, = (1/C'C) 
1 - -
I 0CC' - (1/m) (1 1 ' 0 CC) 1 
m — —ïïi—in — 1 
(Al.10) 
(1/=)(T 8 I ) 
m n 
ri \ \_l / iXLLkJ ' 
/ - *  " « t  ^  ^  T  \  
± o _l _l ; - a 
—ni—ni —n*"!! 
.  1  / A T  1  1  \  
A^ = (1/C'C) 
o - -
1 
R R' 0 CC'I (A1.12) 
A representation is also needed for the sums of squares used in the 
\ j ± .  xu-rvcy o ucac. uu. u uiijua can uc uu L-cu-iicu j.iuiu uiic L cu i CSJCLIL.CI'" 
tions already given and is y' (A_,+A.^-A.^)y. Upon dividing these quadratic 
forms by the degrees of freedom associated with the sums of squares, the 
mean and variance of these mean squares will be derived. The derivations 
begin by finding the mean and variance of the mean square associated 
with slopes, that is, y'(A^/(m-1))y. 
Derivation of the mean of y'(A^/(m-1))y 
lAAOCfc W O. M ^ ^ 7 ^ Y . ^ .i.a W W ^ O N_k W -i-
ej-ëmencs is given by Scarce as 
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E(y'Ay) = tr AZ + y'Ay (A1.13) 
- - y -y -y 
where u and S are the mean and variance-covariance matrix of y 
—y y -
respectively. For the quadratic form, y'(A^/(m-l))y- the matrix, A^, 
is composed of random elements, and hence to derive its mean, 
conditioning arguments must be used. The values which will be conditioned 
on are the row and column effects, and C_., and as stated previously, 
they will compose the vector z. It should be pointed out that in the 
derivation it is assumed that B-, = 6- = • • • = 3 =1. we define the 
1 / m 
quantities q = C'QC/C'C, C = C'C, X = (l^QC) = Y'QY/Y'Y, ^2 ~ 
2 2 (I'Q^iO /n V'YP'PJ g = y'YJ 2.nd = 1 'QY. The expected value of the 
—D. «« — —^ ^ X —n — 
slopes mean square is 
E l'y' (At /(m-l))y 1 = E F E(Y' (A, / (M-1) )y | Z)L 
i — j- — i i j. - — : 
jtr +Hy.z h Hy.^i 
f 1_ ! 1 2 , r—2 -,2, r-2 1 (m-x) i, j q - A ync,A -r A /nçO ^ 
(m-1) " E (q) 
= (.m-1; ïy 
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A first order Taylor series expansion being used to obtain the 
approximate value of E(q) in the preceding equation. 
Derivation of the variance of y'(A /(m-l))y 
The variance of a quadratic form, y'A^, assuming that % is normally 
distributed and that A is fixed is given by Searle (1971) as 
V(Y'AY) = 2tr (Az. + 4u^AZyAWy (A1.14) 
To derive the variance of y'(A /(m-l))y; conditioning arguments will 
— X — 
again be used, and it will also be assumed that = ^2 = ••• = = 1. 
In addition to the previous definitions, we define z' = (z^,z^), where 
5c ~ *'*^n-l^ -R ~ — '^m-1^' -z ^ ^-C -R^ ' 
where uj, = * * * ' Vl^ HR " P2'' " ' ' ^m-l^ ' -r " " 
2 (ji'p )), and 0 = I'Q 1 . If X and W are random variables then by 
—K m —n —n 
V(X) - E LV(XjW)l + V [ECxjw)] (AI.15) 
where E(x{W) and V(x]w) are the conditional mean and variance of X given 
W. Therefore, 
r  1  r , 1  
j y ' (A^ / (m-l))y j = E j V(^'(A^ / (iir-1) )2 1 z) j 
*•» V / * / ^ \ \ I ^ \ ' / A 1 1 ^  \ 
v  i  /  v  i  i  •  u _ v /  
2 ± ! 
l i 
= E [2tr ((A^/(m-l)) + 4y' ^  (A^/(m-l)) ' 
V [q - + x2d^d^/(â2)2s(m-l)] 
= 2(m-l) [ (m-l)q^-2 (m-1) qX^/nCa^ + (m-1) X'^/(n^a^) + 
2XV d^(qÇ-X^/n5^)/(Çâ")^ ] + V [q-X^/nÇâWd^ dj 
= 2(in-l) [ q^ -2qX^ /n.ç5^ +X^ /+ 2X^ (q/nÇ'7^  -
X-/(a4Ô-)-)] + V[q-X-/nE:ôr + X-d:d^/((Ô-)-S(m-l))] 
= 2(m-l) "'E[q~-X 7 (nÇa")" 1 + V[q-X^/nÇa^ + X d^d^/ 
((ô2)2s(m-l))] 
72 
= 2(m-l)'^E[q^ - A^/(nfâ^)^] + V [q-X^/nEÔ^] + 
2C0V [(q - x2d^d^/((ôf)2s(:m-l))] + 
V [X2d'd^/((ô2)2s(m-l))] 
= 2(m-l)~^E[q^-X^/(nÇCT^)^] + V[q-X^/nÇâ^] + 
2C0V [q,x2d/d^/((c2)2s(m-l))] _ 
2C0V[x2/nScf, x2j,j /((52)2s(m-l))] + E [X^Cd'd )2/ 
—r—r ~r—r 
((â2)4(g(m-l))2)] _ [E (X2d:d^/((ô2)2g(m-l))]2 
— T—T 
= 2(=-l)"l Erq2-\4/sf%2)2T yrq_>2/nF?2] + 
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2[E(A^/(nÇâ^)^) - (nâ^)"^(E(.A^/Ç))^] + 
(nH-l)(m-l)"^E [A^/^Çâ^)^] - (nâ^)"^(E(A^/0 
= 2(m-l)"^E[q^-A^/(nÇâ^)^] + V(q) - 2C0V[q,A^/nÇâ^] + 
va^/nEôh + 2(nâ^)"^ COV[q,A^/E] -
(m-3)(m-l)"^E[A^/(iiCâ^)^] 4- (nCâ^)"^(E(A^/g))^ 
= 2(m-1) ^ E[q^-A'^/(nÇa^)^] + V(q) + E[A^/(nÇa^)'"] -
(m-3) (in-l)"^E[A^/(nÇâ^)^] 
= 2(m-l)"-[2(q)2 - ECA^/CnSâ^)^ + (l/2)(m-i)V(q) 4 
(l/2)(m-l)E(A4/(nS5-)-) -
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(l/2)(m-3)E(x4/(ng52)2)] 
=2(m-l)~^ [E(q^) + (1/2) (ni-l)V(q) + ^ (1/2) (m-1) - 1 -
(l/2)(m-3^E(x4/(nSâ2)2)] 
= 2(m-l)"^(E(q))2 + (1/2) (iiri-l)V(q) 
= 2(m-l)~^P^^ + (l/2)(nH-l)V(q). 
An approximation of V(q) will be obtained after deriving the mean and 
variance of z'(A_/(m-l)(n-2))v. 
z — 
Derivation of the mean of y'(A^/(m-l)(n-2) )v 
Using the same definitions as before, we have that 
£ (y'(A^/(m-1) (n-2))y) = ((m-l)(n-2)) 'E [tr ^ 
^y.zAzHy.zl 
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((m-1)(n-2))~^ E [(m-1)(n-l)â^ + (m-1)(a^ - 0/na^) -
(m-l)q + (m-DA^/nÇa^ + ci'd ( l'Q(I -n l ' ) Q l  
—T—T —It —u —Tl—u — n 
x2/g)/(52)2] 
= ((m-l)(n-2)) E [(m-l) (n-l)a -r (m-l) (a - 9/no ) -
(m-l)q + (m-l)A^/nÇa^ + (m-l)(na^) ^ (l'Q(I -n l')01 
n n —n—n n 
x'/s)] 
( (m-l) (n-2) ) ^ E [ (m-1) (n-1) Cl^ - (m-l)q] 
- \ %2 
V.1.1. 6. /  ^  ^2 J * 
Derivation of the variance of y'(A /(m-l)(n-2))y 
2 £ — 
We are again using the same definitions as stated previously. We 
also use the fact that the row and column effects are independent. 
Therefore. 
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V [2*(A2/(m-l)(n-2))y ] = E [VC^'(A2/(m-1)(n-2))2|z)] + 
= E [2tr ((A2/(m-l)(n-2))Z 2)^ + 
4y/^2(A2/(m-l)(n-2)) -
Z (A„/(i[i-l)(n-2))u 1+ V [(n-2)"^ . 
y.2  ^ -y.Z-1 •-
(nâ^  - q - e/nôf + X^/nÇâ^) + 
((m-l)(n-2))~"d^(e-ii(â^)^ -
We now find the conditional mean and variance separately with the 
conditional mean being found first. 
= E[2tr ((A_/(m-l)(n-2))Z + 4u' (A„/(m-1)(n-2))• 
^ V * ^  V # ^ 
h lA_/(m-l)(n-2))u__ 1 
y.z ^ -j.zj 
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2(m-l)"^(n-2)"^ E[e-2(C'Q^Ç)/Ç-2(rQ^l^)/nâ^ + 4A(l'Q^ C)/nÇâ^  
- 2qÀ^ /nÇâ^ +(e/nâ^)^-2DA^/Ç(nâ^)^ + X'^/'CnÇâ^)^ 4-
2(1'Q^1 )/nâ^ - 2(0/nâ^ )^ -4X(l'Q^ C)/nÇâ^ -r4eX^ /Ç(nâ^ )^  + 
—n —n —n 
2qx2/nSc2-2x4/(ng52)2T 
= 2((in-l)~^ (n-2)"^ ) E[e-2(C'Q^ C)/Ç + - (6/nâ^ )^  -f 
20X^/Ç(n0^)^ -X'^ /(nÇa^ )^ ]. Proceeding to the variance, 
v, !,n-z; '^no - q - o/no -r A /nç,o -r i, i.m-x; i,n-/.; ; 
.t, ,n ./-2x2 2^,r\//%2^ 2^  
; - A /c,;/vu / j 
= (n-2)~^VLX^/nÇâ^-q] + 2 (n-2)(m-i)" Wv [ (X^/nÇâ^-q) , 
did (9-n(ë2)2_x2s)/(52)2] + ((m-l)(n_2))"2. 
"•r—x" 
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2((n-2)"^(m-l)~^)C0V[(X^/nÇâ^ -q), d^ d^ (e-n(â^ )^ -X^ /Ç)/ 
= 2((n.-2) ^ (m-1) ^ ) [ (9/(a^ )^ )(E(dM^ (X^ /nÇâ^ -q))) -
E(x2/nCâ2-q)E(d'd^) -
—r—r 
ti CsCdM^ CX^ /nÇâ^ -q)) - E(X^ /nÇâ^ -q)E(dMp j-
(c2)-2(E((x2/aS52Tq)(d'd^x2/S) _ 
\ —r—r 
E(x2/nS52_q)E(d'd^ x2/S)^  
—r—r / 
= (-2)(n-2)"^  [ECX^ /CngS^)^) - ECqX/ngô^) _ (E(X^ /ngô^ ))^  -
E(q)E(x2/n552)l 
We now find the two variance expressions, which are as follows. 
79 
((in-l)(ii-2))"^V[dM^(e-n(a^)^ - X^ /O/(0^ )^ ] 
= ((m-l)(n-2))"^ [V(dM^8/(â^)^) + V(nd^ d^ ) + 
V(d'drX2/C(ô2)2) -
—r—r 
2nC0V(d'd 8/(0^ )^ , d'd ) - 2C0V(d'd 6/(8^)^, 
—IT—r —r—r —r—r 
d'd^x2/g(52)2) + 2nC0V(d'dr,d:drX2/s(52)2)] 
—T—r —r—i —T—T 
= (n-2) ^ [2(m-l) '8/(na^ )^  4- 2(m-l) (^a^ )^  -f (m-fl) (m-l) 
E(x4/(n552)2) - (ECX^/nS^Z))? _ 4((n(m-l))"^8 -
4(m-l) ^ eE(À /^E(na^)^ + 4(n(m-l)) 
E(x2/t)]. 
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(n-2)"^ V[À^ /nÇâ%] = (n-2) "[V(A^/nÇa^) - 2C0V(A^/nÇa^,q) 
+ V(q)] 
= (n-2) 2[E(x4/(nSo2)2)-(E(x2/nCG2))2] 
2(n-2)"2[E(qx2/n%c2) _ z^ xZ/nSc^ ) 
Efon + (n-2)~\(a) 
Adding the derived expressions for the covariance and the variances, we 
obtain an expression for the variance of the conditional mean. 
V[E(y'(A^ /Cm-l)(n-2))yjz)] = 2((n-2) ^ (m-1) 
[E(x4/(2Fc2)2) + (I/2)(m-l)v(q) 4 (e/nO^)^ + (o^)? _ 
^ /r ^ /-r\ 1 
Therefore, adding the expressions for the mean of the conditional 
variance and the variance of the conditional mean, we have 
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2(Cn-2)"^(m-l) h [E(Cn-2)n ^ 6 + (a^)^ + + 2X^/n -
2C'Q^C/Ç + (1/2)(=-1) V(q)] 
= 2((n-2)"^ (m-l)"^ )[(n-2)n"^6 + (0^)^ + 4- 2 G ^/nG -
2Y'qVg + (l/2)(nri-l)V(q)]. 
Here, first order Taylor series expansions were used to obtain expected 
values of all random variables. We now proceed to find an approximate 
value of the variance of q = C'QC/C'C. 
Derivation of an approximate value of the variance of C'QC/C'C 
A first order Taylor series expansion is used to obtain the 
approximation of q. that is. 
q = ? + a' 6 
1 — — 
where a' = (a^  , a«,...,a ) in which a. = ôq/ÔC . i = 2 (y. a. ^ / Y ' "Y -
1 2 '  '  n  J  ]  2  3  
Yj(T'QT)/(y'y)^), and o' = (C^ -y^, C,-Y2»---5 C^ -Y^ ). Therefore, 
V(q) = V(?, + a'ô) 
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= a'[m~^Q(I 1') " (mn) \ I'Q + (a^/mn)! 1'] a 
- n -n n -n-n -n n -
= 4m -[(ny'Q^  - 2G, (I'Q^ ) + a^Gf)/nG^ + 2(G^ P, -
— — X —n — X i X 
n(%'Q\)P^)/iiG^ + P^ /^G] 
Derivation of the mean of v'A_y 
- J— 
We note that in the work which follows the fact that the row and 
column effects, R_. and are independent will be used. Let a = R'R, 
£ = Pv'p, and Ç = P'P than 
E (y'A^y) = E[E(y'A y^}z)] 
=  E L q  -  A  / n % a  - r  / a ; ' , A  ;  ; j  
= E(q) - E(X-/nga ) + E(a-2E4-€-/a)E(X"/S(o") ) 
O _0 _0 —0 0 
= iiCq; - 1LI.A /nc^a ; + VCÎ /n + vO /n; 
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= E(q) + (m-2)(m-3)E(X^/ii^ÇcJ)) 
In deriving the mean of it was necessary to find the mean of 
2 £ /a. This could not be found exactly, but an approximate value was 
obtained using a fourth order Taylor series expansion. The derivation 
of this approximate value will now be given. 
2 , 
Derivation of an approximate value for the mean of e /g 
A fourth order Taylor series expansion is used to obtain an approxi-
2 
mate expression for g = £ /a. 
m m  ^
g = G + u'd_ + (1/2) Z Z (3-g/3R.aR.)| (R.-p.)(R.-p.) + 
4=1 -;=!  ^  ^ 1 1 3 J 
R=D 
m m m 
£ là g/dic^ dic^ dR^ ; 1 4-
R=p 
(1/24) Z Z Z Z (S 
Z=1 k=l j=l i=l 
g/3&.S&.3%aRo)i 
R=P 
(î^^-Pi) (Al 17) 
/ 3%) 3^ / 3T) 
\ ô < -^ 2^  y — ô* " ' /:ir> \ 
" ""'ni' 
at* ? = 
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second, third, and fourth order partial derivatives of g will be derived 
while the mixed order partials will be presented without derivation 
3g/3R^ i = 2[p^ £/a - R_(E/a)^ ]j 
R=p R=p 
= 0 
I = 2[p^2/a _ 4R_p^E/a2 - (E/a)^ + 4R_2E2/a3]| 
R=p R=P 
93g/3R.3| = [-4p.2R^ /a2_gp^((E+R_p^)/a2-4R.2e2/a3) + 
R=p 
2  ^2 . . % . 3 2. 4. .. . 2 __ 2. 3,, 1 (k r  / c -i-r\ W c ^ / nj — < W c / rv  1  — h (  n c/ rv  —/K r*  /  rv  )1  
R=p 
9 9 ? Q 9 Q Q O A 
= p ^/rs,^ i9/.T5 c- 9 o/^ -^ _iRT3 -^c- /n 
R=P 
•" « — f» _ f •  ^
L-x^ p^  /9 T ±^P./9J 
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9^g/3R^^| = [-4(p^ /a)^(l-4R^^/a) - 8p^ (p^ /a^ -4R^ £/a^ -
R=p 
8(p./a)2(l-4R_2/a) + 32(p^/a/)(2R^E+p^R^2_s%^3c/a) + 
16(£/a^)(s + 2R^p^ - ôR^^c/a) - 48(£/a^)(3R^^e + 
2R^^p^ - 8R_^ s/a) - 4(p^ /a^ ) (p_. - 4R^ e/a) + 8(e/a^) ' 
(£+ 2R -6R_E/a)] 
R=p 
= 96p^ - 120 p^/p^ + 24 0. 
expansion pointing cut that i. the inixed third order partial derivatives of 
g will net be given since Z( (?_ - Pj_) C-j ~ P^ ) (5^ - P^ ) ) = 0, Andersen 
w- Z7O y g j.0jr .L ^ ^ ^ * y LU J UI y 6—in fV .k )  ^ » •• y ill ^ * w ^ 
the mixed partial derivatives 
different order, when evaluated at R = D, produces the same result, e.g. 
3^ §/3R^ 3Rj! = 3^g/3R^3R^ ! . 
R=p R=p 
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Therefore, 
3"g/3R^ aR.| = 2pjP./4 
R = n 
34g/3Rj3R_3] = gep^^Pj/* - eopLp 
p=p 
S^ g/aR 3R_23R I = (l/0)(96pi2pj2/*2_2Op^/*-2Opj/0 + 8) 
R=p 
a^ g/aRjSR^ ZBR^ j = (PjP^ /42)(96Pi2/6 _ 20) 
R=o 
S^ s/SR^ SRjSR^ SRn! = 96p,P,p^ n,,/A3. 
R=o 
It can be seen by examining equation (A1.17) that in order to tind an 
approximation to the mean of the mean of several other terras must be 
3 found; e.g. b(R^ .-p^ ) (R^.-p^), E(R^ -p^ ) (R^-Py . The formulas for finding 
the mean of such terms are given by Anderson (1958). We use these 
formulas and state the mean of those terms needed to find an approximai:ion 
to the mean of £^/a. 
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E = a^(ra-l)/mn (Al. 18) 
E (R_-p^ )(Rj-pj) = -(a'^/mn) (A1.19) 
E = 3(0^)2(m-l)2/(mn)2 (A1.20) 
E (R^ -p^ )3(R._p.) = _3(a2)2(n-l)/(ma)^ (A1.21) 
E (R.-p.)2(&.-p.)2 = (a2)2(m2-2m + 3)/(mn)2 (A1.22) 
E (R_-p^)2(R -Pj)(R^_p^j = -(a2)2(mrj)/(mn)2 (A1.23) 
E (Ry-P<)(R;-P,)(R^-P^)(5.n-Pn) = 3(o2)2/(%n)2 (A1.24) 
Taking the expected value of both sides of (A1.17) and substituting 1. 
the expressions in (A1.18) through (A1.24) and 2. the partial derivatives 
evaluated at R=p . An approximation to the mean of e'^/a is 
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Derivation of the variance of y' 
VCy'Asy) = V[E(y'A^ y]z)] + E [VCy'A^ yjz)] 
V  ^(x2/g(c2)2)(a-2E+E2/a)] + 
2E [tr g) : ^'^y.z'^S^.z'^S-y.z^ 
We again derive the conditional mean and variance separately in ordei 
to simplify the computations, and we start with the conditional mean. 
2E[tr (A, 3^ S-.z S ïy.z' ° ' 
2nA^ /nCa^  + x''/(nîa^)^ f 2(a-2£+c^ /a) (oA^ /Ç-X^ '/nra-)/ 
j 
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2[E(q2) - + E(x4/(ngo2)2 + 
ZCCo^/n) + (G2)2(m-4)(m-3)/n24)E(qx2/r)/(c2)2] 
2[E(q2) _ 2E(qx2/aSc2) + E(x4/(ngo2)2) + ZECqX^/nSo^). 
2E(x4/n52G2) + (2(a-2)(m-3)/n2$)E(qX/S-X"/(nCc^)^)] 
2E(q2)_2E(X"/(nCG2)2) + (4(m-2)(m-3)/n-40 
E[qX/C-x4/(n5a2)2] 
Proceeding to the conditional variance, we have 
•> — v v v _•/ / / _ / 
VLq-A /nÇa~ -r Cc-2£+£ /a) (À /%(0 ) J = V [q-A /n%0 j 
2Cnv[q-X^ /nCo^ , (a-2E+E^ /a) ] + VL(a-2E4-E^/a) 
o o o (À"VE(a")"j 
These three quantities, the covariance and two variance expressions. 
will now be derived individually starting with the covariance. That is. 
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CCWT(q-X2/nC5Ml, (a-2E+E2/a)(x2/S(ô2)2)] = E [q(X^ /S(ë2)2). 
(a-ZE+E^ /a) - A4(a_2E+E2/a)/n(Eô2)252] _ E [q-X^ /ngô^ ] ' 
E[(x2/g(B2)2)(a_2E+E2/a)] 
= 2 [q(X/C(Ô^ )2)(ô2/n + (0^ )2(^ -2)Cm-3)/n2ç - + 
(0^ )2 + (m-2)(m-3)/n2o\/n(gô2)2 ] _ ECq-X^/nEc^)^  
E[(x2/S(52)2)(52/n. + (ô2)2(m-2)(m-3)/n2o)l. 
_ _ r y .  ^ f \ /  ^ f *» / r ,  ^ « «,  ^ « —) * /  ^ ! \  ^
V n,a-z£-r£ /a)iA /^ la ) )j = jj i (a -4a£+b£ -4£ /a -t- (.£ /a; » 
A -7 7 0 _ . 9 9 _9 9_,9 
(X /(S(o-)-)-)j- L^(a-2E+E-/a)(A-/S(o-)-J y 
= 3E[A"/(nSÔ")^ ] - ((1+(I!i-2) (m-3),. 
Ô /^NÀ)E(\2/NQ52)\2 
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2 
Here an approximate value is used for the mean of £ /a as well as the 
2 2 3 2 2 
mean of (a -4a£+6£ -4e /a+(£ /a) ). The derivation of the approximate 
2 2 2 2 2 
value used for the mean of (a -4a£+6£ -4£ /a+(£ /a) ) will be given 
after an approximate value of the variance of y'has oeen obtained. 
Therefore, the final variance expression is 
V [q - = V(q)-2C0V(q,X^/nSo^) + V(X^ /nC6^ ) 
= V(q)-2E[qX^ /nCa^  ] + 2E[q] E[A^/nÇa^]+ 
Upon adding the three derived expressions, an approximate value of 
 ^  ^2Erx4/(nE52)2] + 
2(m-2)(m-3)[E(qÀ2/S-x4/nS^ô2) - E(q)E(x2/S)] - ((m-2)(m-3)E(x2/S)/n2o)2, 
Therefore, adding the approximate values of the mean of the conditional 
variance and the variance of the conditional mean, and then using a 
first order Taylor series expansion to evaluate some of the expectations 
in the sum, an approximate value of the variance of y'A^ y is 
2i?i^  ^  (m-2)Cm-3)P2(2? _ ((a_2)(m-3)P2)^/2 4-
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An approximation to the mean of 
. 2  .  , 2 . 3 .  . 2 . - 2 ,  , . .  ^  (.a - 4ae t- oe -4E /a + (.£ /a; ; 
will now be derived. 
Derivation of an approximate value for the mean of (A1.26) 
An approximate value for the mean of (A1.26) will be obtained by 
finding the mean or an approximation to it for each term in the 
expression. Therefore 
E(af) = v(a) + (E(a))2 
= 2tr + 4^ ' I Zgl. + (6+o2(m-l)/n)2 
m K —K m K m-K 
=2((m-l)(c2/_)2) + + 24o2(2-l)/: 
- 2 , 2  2  (a /n) (m-1) 
(C^ /n)^ (m^ -l) + 2 C^9(mfl)/n + 0^, 
where and Z_ are the mean and variance-covariance matrix of R 
-K. K 
resoectivelv 
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= 20(O^ /n) + ^ ($+0^(m-l)/n) 
• — y f \ 
= ^m-r±;/n; 
ECc^) = V(E) + (E(E))2 
= a{@ + (a^ /n)) 
ECE^/a) =  ^(a_i)(a_2)(c2/2,)2 
3 
where the approximation is obtained by writing e /a as g- e and, as 
with g before, approximating this with a fourth order Taylor series 
expansion. Finally, 
ECE^/ajZ = $2 _2ç(c2/n)(m-2) + 3(m-2)(c2/n)2 
2 2 2 
and again after writing (£ /a) = g , a fourth order Taylor series 
expansion is used to obtain the approximation. Therefore, 
E (a2-4ac+6E2_4E3/a.+ (e2/a)2) ^  [(a2/a)2(m2_i)+2(m+l)9/n 4-
(m+l)/n+9)-T- 6ç(o"/n+ç)-4|0 -(in-2)0(a /n) + 
(a^/n)^(m^-3m+2)) + 0^ -2(m-2)ç(o^ /n)+(a^ /n)^ (3m^ -12m+12)] 
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= fca^ /n) (m^-l-4m^ +12m-8+3m^ -12ro+12) + (p(a^ /n)-
2/ t r r \ > (2m+2-4m-4+6T4m-8-2m+4) -t- tp v,l-4-r6-4-M) j 
-?  2  
= sor/n)^  
This completes the derivation of the mean and variance of y'A^ y. 
Derivation of the mean of y'((A^-A^)/(m-2) 
It should again be pointed out that the independence 
and column effects, and , will be used in the derivation which 
follows. Therefore, 
E[y' ((A^-A2)/(m-2))^  ] = E[E[y'((A^ -A^ )/m-2)yjz]] 
=E[q-X^ /nCa2+x2(d^ d_-(a-2E+E2/a))/ 
- 9  9  
— J ^  \ ^ / J 
E(d'd -(3-2E+e^/a)) 
o o o 
= /nÇa )+E(A / (,c ; Ejio /n-
95 
= E(q)-Cm-3)E(x2/n254) 
= P^-(in-3)P2 
Derivation of the variance of y '( ( -A )/(m-2))y 
J- j 2. 
The derivation of the variance will be the same as before in that 
the mean of the conditional variance and the variance of the conditional 
mean will be found separately. Therefore, we have 
V(y'((A^-A^)/(m-2))y) = V [ E(v'((A^ -A^ )/(m-2))yjz)] + 
E[V(y'((A^ -A2)/Cm-2))yiz) ] 
9 —9 9  9  
= V! o —/\ / -nr (} f /\ (Tn—z) t CD—t / CX ) / 
CCo")" 1 4- Er2(m-2) -tr ((A.-A_)Z^  
4(m 2) (A^  Ag)! 
y. z 
We proceed by finding the mean of the conditional variance, that is. 
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E[2(m-2)"2tr ((A^-A^)Z + 4(m-2)^(A^-A^) • 
Z (A,-A_)u 1 = 2(m-2)"^E[q^-2qX^/nS(5^) + 
y # z JL J ~"y • z 
x4/(nSô2)2 + 2(m-2)"l(*-e2/a)(qx2/s(ô^ )2 _ x2/n52(a2)2)] 
= 2(in-2)"^ E[q^-2qA^/nÇâ^  + X^ /(nÇâ^ )^  + 2(m-2)"^-
($-(*- ê^(m-2)/n+Cm-2)Cm-3)(Ô^ )^ /n^ 0))(qX^ /nCÔ^ -
x4/n(c2)3s2\i 
= 2(m-2)"-E[q2-x4/(n%ë2)2-2(m-3)(qx2/S_x4/ng252)/^ 2^ j^  
The variance of the conditional mean is, 
V[q-x2/nSÔ^ + (m-2)"^x2(^_g2y2)/(ô2)2s]= V[q-X"/ngô"] + 
2C0V[(q-)2/nFc2),(2_2)"lx2(A_r2/2)/F(g2)2T ^  
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To simplify the computations s we again derive each one of these 
expressions separately beginning with the covariance. 
GOV %q-X^ /n.Co2),(m-2) ^ X^(*-E^/a)/C(Ô^)^] = ((m-2) 
(c2)2)C0V(q,x2/S) _ ((m-2) l4/n(c2)3)V(x2/S)_((m_i) 1/ 
(o2)2)C0V(q,(XE)2/Sa) + ((m-2) ^ Vn(ôf)3)C0V(x2/S, 
(XE)2/ga) 
\Y\^' *- / / \w / / L / y,/ v. ^  \ /yvj 
(*(m-2) "/n(o2)3)[E(x4/s2)_(E(x2/g))2] 
/ / /N > A. f X "T ^  \ ^  ^ - — / / ^  \ ^  N —« / N / IG ; /[akqAAS; /c.aj - r,vq; • 
9  — — 9  1  9  9  9  jL //—_o\ r 
, \ \ /\.c,y / u,u.y j i /iiV^ / V L c./ / s, v>./* 
E(À^/C)E(ÂE)'/CG)] 
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(*(m-2) 1/(02)2) [E(qx2/5)_E(q)E(x2/S)]_ 
(*(m-2)"l/n(c2)3) [E (x4/s2)_(2(x2y^ ),2] _ 
((m-2) ^ /(a^ )^ ) (c})-0'2(m-2)/n + (m-2) (m-3). 
(52)2/n2o) [E(qx2/g)-E(q)E(x2/5)] + 
((m-2)"l/n(0f)3)($-52(m-2)/n + (m-2) (m-3)'• 
(cr^)) [ E(a^ /Ç )-(E(X /O) 1 
(l/na~ ; [ E(qÀ~/^ ) - E(q)F.(À"/j -\7ti-3;/ti 
LE(qA2/S)-E(q)E(À2/S)]-
(l/(nô2)2 r2(^4y_2)_^2(^2y_..2i  ^
((m-3)/a352o )[E(x4/c2)_(E(x2/g))2] 
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((mr2) 2/(o2)4)v[*x2/s_(XE)2/S] = ((m-2) 2/(o2)4)[v(*x2/%)_ 
2C0V(*x2/g,(XG)2/g) + V((XE)^/C)] 
= ((m-2) 2/(52)4) [*2(E(A4/g2) 
(E(x2/g))2)_2o(E((x2E)2/g22) 
E(X2/S)E((XE)2/S)^ + (E((XE)4/ 
(5a)^ l - (E((XE)2/aS))2] 
/ /_ o\ 2//_2\4 f 0.2/T> y-v/?-2\ 
vv"i~^ y / yu ) l w / c. t 
9 ? _0 
fvr\ /, 
t  J  J  — Y V Y  \ " *  ^  / • •  
-9 ? ? /•_ on /_ n \  ^(.m—/y vm—V'-^ V YV 
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(E(x4/s2)_(E(x2/S))2)+(4f-2*(m-2)G2/n 
3(m-2)2(52)2/n2)(a2)2E(x2/s2) -
(cp-(m-2)a^ /n + (m-2)(m-3)(o^ )^ /n^ 0)^ ' 
(ECA^ /s)):] 
= (-2(m-3)(m-2)"l/(nô2)2)E(x4/gZ) + 
r  .  i l  .  —  /  /  ^ —  /  .  —  /  . / »  
QTT I i * f C^- ^ - I _ f f^rr- ^ ^ \ ~ / 
n4o^-2(m-3)/n^0^ç) [E(X^ /C))^ . 
vCq-X^ /nScZ] = V(q)-2C0V(q,x2/ngc2) 
vrx^ /nEo^  ^
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= V(q)-2[E(qX^ /nÇa^ )-E(q)E(X^ /nÇâ^ )] + 
E[X^/(nÇa^)^] - [E(X^/nÇâ^)] . 
Upon adding the three derived expressions, an approximate value for the 
variance of the conditional mean is V(q) + 2(m-2) ^ E(X^ /(nÇa^ )^ )-(2(m-3)/ 
n2o)[E(qx2/5)_E(q)E(x2/s)] + 
Therefore, adding the approximate expressions for the mean 
of the conditional variance and the variance of the conditional mean, 
an approximate value of V(y'((A -^A-)/(m-2))y) is 
— 1 j — 
2(a-2)"l + (=-3)(a-2)?2Gi2/nB2 _ (z_2)((=-3)P2)^/2 + 
(m/2)V(q)] 
Derivation of the mean of y'((A^ +A^ -A^ )/((m-1)(n-l)-l) )y 
Let A^ = (A^ -fA,-A^ ) , and TT = l^Q^C then 
E[v'(A^ /((m-1)(n-l)-l))v 1 = ((m-1)(n-l)-l) E[; 
<4 y. z 
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= ((m-l) (ii-l)-l)"-^ E[(m-l) (n-l)â^  + 
(m-1)(â^ -0/nâ^ )-(q-X^ /nÇCT^ ) + (0-n(â^ )^) 
d'd - (a-2E+E2/a)x2yg(22)2] 
—r—r 
= ((E-l)(ii-l)-l)"-EL(2i-l) (r-l)a 4-
(m-1) (â^-0/nâ^-(q-X^Mâ^) 4- (0-xi(â^)^) -
((m-l)/nâ2)-(x2/S(52)2)(5^ /n+(m-2). 
(m-3)(ë2)2/n2o)] 
—  1  — /  
— /r— \ \"* -»-/ V*-*- L  ^ "1 
fm-2^  fm-31 
-1 -2 
vv^ * -*-/\.*-* J -*-/ \ —y'Cj" 
(in-2) (tii-S)?^) . 
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Derivation of the variance of y'(A^ /( (m-1)(n-l)-l))y 
We again find the mean of the conditional variance, and variance 
of the conditional mean separately, and also use the fact that the row 
and column effects are independent. Therefore, 
V[y'(A^ /f(m-l)(n-l)-l))y] = ( (m-1) (n-l)-l)~^  [V(E(y'A^ yz)  
E(V(y'A^ y[z))] 
Proceeding, we find the mean of the conditional variance. 
ELV(x'A^ylz)] = EL2tr ,^'i 
917 r r^ -^[ \ n 
2(c'Q^C/C-2X%Vn5a^ + X^9/S(nO^)^)+ q^ -
2aA^/ngo2+A4/(ngo^)^+2{d' d (I'Qpl -
—IT —zT —n —n 
e-/no-)/(o-)- - 2((a-2E+E-/a;(Xn/S-X-9/nSo-
9 L  .  9 -9  -2  9 \ -
n\~/E- \ • ./nÇ~a~) / (a ) "y > 1 
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2E[(m-l) (e-2(l'Q\ )/nâ^+(6/nâ^)^) -
\ —n —n J 
2(Ç'Q2c/G-2X-/nCâ2+%2gy^,_-2)22 ^ q2_2qx2 
/nÇâ^+X^/(nÇâ^)^ +2{(m-1)(l^Q^l^- 0^/ 
nâ2)/n52_(2/(52)2)(â2/n+(m-2)(m-3)(â2)2/o24) 
(Xn/S-X^G/ngB^) + (â2/n+(m-2)(m-3)(â^)^/n^6) 
Cqx2/s.x4/ns2ë2)/(a2)2}l 
2[(m-l)e-(m-1)(9/nâ^)^-2(C'Q^C/Ç) + 
2x2A/f(=B2)2^^2_ x4/(nF52)2_^f_^2)(_^2\. 
/ - — - 2 - f •»." 2 ^ ,• 2 / 1^ . \ r  ^ 2 » — -s ^  » I . A T T / A  u / N C ,a ;/n q? -r ;  ^ C A  / C , - A  /  
9 -.9 9 
nr 
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V[E(y'A,y1z)] = V[(m-l)(n-1)+ (m-l)(a^-9/nCT^) -
(q-X^/nSoZ) + d' d^(8-n(ô2)2)/(B2)2_((a_2E+e2/a). 
= V[-(q-X^/nÇâ^) + d^(6-r.(â^)^)/(c^)^ - (a-2£+£^)= 
(X2/S(B2)2)] 
= V[q-X^/nÇâ^] + v[d; d^(0-n(â^)^)/(5^)^] + V[(a-2e+£^/a)• 
(xZ/CCSf)^)] -
2C0V[(q-X^/ngÔ^),d' d (8-n(â^)^)/(ôf)^T + 2C0V[(q-X^/nCÔ^), 
—r —r 
(a-2E+E2/G)(x2/S(ô^)2] _ 
2C0V[d^ d^(8-n(Ô^)^)/(ë^)^,(a-2E+E^/a)(A^/C(ôf)^]. 
The expressions involving the variances and covariances will now be 
derived individually. 
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COV[(q-X^/nÇâ^), (e-n(a^)^)/(â^)= (e/(â^)^-nV 
(Z(d/ dp(q-X^/nÇa^)-E(q-X^/nÇâ^)E(d^ d^)) 
= 0. 
uuv [ (q—A /nÇc ) , (ci.-2£T-£ /a) (A / Ç(û ) /] - E(q-/v /n^c )« 
((a-2E+c2/a)(x2/ç(o2)2)) _ E(q_x2/nSc2)E((Q,_2g.+_2/o,), 
(x2/S(o2)2)) 
(a^/n 4- (in-2) (m-3) * 
(o2)2/n2&%E(qx2/5(52)2) 
/ ^2/^.2\3\ T-I/_n 
r,va / nç vu ) 
i^(A /ç,v3 ; ; -r 
E(X"/nCë")E(X"/C(cr)-)] 
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[E(qX^/nÇa^)-E(X^/(nÇa^)^) 
E(q)E(x2/nSo2) + 
(E(x2/aSa2))2+(m-2)(m-3) 
{E(qx2/5)-E(x4/n5252) _ 
E(q)E(x2/5).+ E(x2/n5a2) 
E(X^/S)}/n^*]. 
COV[d^ dp(8-n(â2)2)/(a2)2,(a-2c+E2/a)(x2/s(a2)2] 
((8-n(a2)2)/(a2)4)rE(d^ dp)(a-2G+E2/a)(x2/S). 
1 \ — / / - _2 / \ /^2 / \ 1 t>v  a  q  l & l l  L l — Z ! ^ - r t ,  /  < j .  )  y  a  / c i l !  
((G-n(G2)2)/(oZ)4)[E(d; d^)(a-2E+E"/a)(x2/g) -
f fr:'^  l-nW 1^ . -Y 
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= ((8-n(â^)^)/(ô^)^)[E(a^-4aE+5c^-2E^/a"+ 6a-26c+^(E^/a))" 
(X^/Ç) - ((m-l)(â^/n))(â^/n + (m-2)(m-3)(â^) 
E(x2/S)/n2*]. 
= ((8—n(cr ) )/(c7 ) )[(m+^)(v /n) E(X /Ç) — ((ni-l)(w /n))' 
(Ô^/n + (m-2)(m-3)(c2)2E(x2/S)/n26] 
= ((8-n(ô2)2)/(52)4)[2(52/n)2E(x2/S) _ (a_l)(m_2)(3.-3)(ôf)3. 
E(x2/C)/n36] 
= ((8-n(ô2)2)/(nâ2)2)[2E(X^/g)-(m-l)(m-2)(m-3)ô2E(X^/g)/no]. 
V[d' d (8-n(ô2)2)/(a2)2] = ((G-n(ô2)2)/(c2))v(à' d^^ = 
—r —r —i —i 
2((6-n(ôf)2)/(ô2)2)(m-l)(92/n)2 = 2(m-l)/(6/nô2)2 _ 
2n~^0 + (ô^)^). 
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V[(a-2E+E2/a)(x2/%(c2)2)] = E((a-2e+e2/a)2(x4y(^(-2)2^2) _ 
(E((a-2E+E2/a)(x2/g(a2)2)))2 
= 3E(X^/(nÇâ^)^) - ((â^/n) + (m-2)(m-3)(5^) 
E(x2/s(5:2)2)/n2oj2 
= 3E(x4/(nSô2)2) _ (E(x2/nSô2)2 _ 2Cm-2)(m-3)E(x2/nCâ2) 
E(x2/S)/n2o _ (m-2)2(m-3)2(E(x2/5))2/n4o. 
Vi'a—A /viEC) ^ = Vfa)—2EfaA /ncG )-t"2Si'a)Si''A /ncC }-rE(X / (ncG } 
(E(x2/nS0-))2. 
Upon adding these six derived expressions, we obtain an approximate 
v  d x  v  j l  ( _ i v  o  1 .  w a .  v n x *  j v  l , u - v i t c k u .  ^  t i c t  u .  j _ o  -
V(Z(y'A,y|z)) = V(q)-t-2E(X^/(nCc^)^)4.2(=-l)f(e/nC^)^-2n"^e 4-
(0^)2} _ ((m-2)(m-3))2(E(x2/t))2/(n4,2) + 
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2(m-2)(m-3)(E(qx2/5)_E(x4/(ngâ2)2) _ E(q)E(x2/5))/n2* _ 
4(8/(nâ^)^)E(X^/0 4-
4E(X^/nÇ) + 2(8/nâ^) (m-1) (m-2) (m-3)E(X^/g)/n^(|) -
2ôf(m-l)(m-2)(m-3)E(x2/C)/nrO. 
Adding the mean of the conditional variance and the variance of the 
conditional mean, and then using first order Taylor series expansions to 
evaluate some of the expressions in the sum, we obtain an approximate 
value of V(^'A^y). That is. 
VCy'A^^) ^  + (m-1) ( (n-2) 0/n -1- (CT ) ) - Zy'Q y/G-( (m-2) (m-3) 
?^)^/2 + (m-2) (m-3)?^ (2?,-3G, /C v";/'G. "! 4-
z. ^ j. x • • - ' ^ j.' • j_' 
/.vjm /P-vj T zy vîn —yjs^r.o/nu 
c2Xm-l)(m-2)(m-3)?2 + (3/2)V(q)] 
Ill 
The means and variances which have been derived in this Appendix can 
now be used to find the quantities b, h^, and h^ to find approximate 
distributions for the ratios of quadratic forms associated with the 
tests of non-additivity of Handel and Tukey. 
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APPENDIX II 
Derivations of Means and Variances of Quadratic Forms When 
Errors are Correlated 
Mandel (1961) and Tukey (1949) developed their tests ot non-additivity 
assuming that the errors of the observations have the usual assumptions. 
Chapter III investigated how these tests are affected when the error 
variances are heterogeneous. In Chapter IV, the interest was to see 
how these tests are affected when the errors are correlated. In 
particular, two correlation patterns are considered. First, the 
correlation between observations within a row is a function of the 
distance between them. That is, the correlation between the i^^ and 
columns equals rj ^  ^  ^ where - 1 < p, < 1. When the errors are 
correlated in this way, we say they have a first order autoregressive 
structure. Second, observations within a row which are adjacent have 
the same correlation while those not adjacent are uncorrelated. When 
errors are correlated in this way, we say zhey have firsc order werlal 
correlation. In both cases, that is, when error variances are hetero­
geneous and errors are correlated, an approximate procedure is used to 
find the distribution of the ratio of quadratic forms associated with 
the tests of non-addicivity. To obtain these approximate distributions, 
it is necessary to derive the mean and variance of the quadratic forms 
which make up the ratio. The derivations for the mean and variance 
for heterogeneous error variances are given in Appendix I. The 
following gives the derivation of means and variances of quacratic forms 
when the errors are correlated. 
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As in Appendix I, we assume that each observation can be re­
presented by the following model 
y^^ = tj + for i - 1,2,— ,= and 
j = 1, 2,...,n (A2.1) 
where |i, p_., and g_. are fixed parameters, and (E_. ^ 
£. )' ~ N(0 Q, ) for i = 1, 2,...,m and k = 1, 2. The matrices and in — '  R  _ L  
Qg represent the variance-covariance matrices associated 
with errors when they have a first order autoregressive structure or 
first order serial correlation respectively. We note that the discussion 
which follows pertains to both and and hence Q will be used to 
represent them both. We also note that in the derivations which follow 
that g. = = ... = g =1. 
1 Z m 
Define 
8 = I'Q^l , 6, = l'Ql_, G = y'y, = I'Qy, G^ = yy', 
—n X —n —n — — X —n — ^ — 
'o a v a. , t / m. , f ^ ^ 0l, ^ 1 ^ 
 ^ ~ J. j^.  ^  ^^  
The definitions of the mean and variance of a quadratic form, y'B y, 
assuming 5 is fixed, is given by Searle (1971), as 
E(y'By) = tr BZ_, + u.', B y. (A2.2) 
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V(y'B y) = 2tr (BE + 4u' BZ 3^ (A2.3) 
- y -y y -y 
where y = yl + (I 0 1 ) p + (I 0 y) 2 with u being a fixed parameter, 
—y —mn m -n — m — — 
1^ a t X 1 vector composed of t ones, an m % m identity matrix, 
p' = (p., P«,..., P^), y' = (y,, Yn,..., Y„), S' = (6,, S,,..., g ) and 
— iz m — iz n — iz m 
I = diag (Q, Q,...,Q). It should be noted that in order to find the 
variance the vector y must be normally distributed, as it is in this 
case. In Chapter IV, the sums of squares for slopes, concurrence, non-
currence, and residual are represented by quadratic forms. The matrices 
of the quadratic forms are assumed to be composed of fixed elements rather 
than random as in Chapter III. These fixed elements are the expectations 
of the random variables which make up the matrices in Chapter III. The 
representations of the sums of squares as quadratic forms are: 
-1 _ -1 1. y'B.y ,for slopes, where B^ = (T'Y) (i -m 1 1') 0 G„ 
± — - m —m—m z 
w v  w —.a A a. I. A —  ^ MA — —. A —• A I »  ^# t  ^  '  ' \  
*-• y y ^ i,\j i. j-Ciiv-C. « wiicj-c — VY Y U U / VUU O ^ ^ ) 
3. y'Boy ,for residual, where B„ = (I -n "(I 8 1 1') -
z mn m -n-n 
8 V-Bi) ' 
A representation is also needed for the sums of squares used in the 
demcninatcr of Tukey's test. This can be obtained from the representa-
t" T pnAAT'P c v' ^ —"R ^ IT Tt-î TT-Î ^ -T •.> +-1^000 ^ P •»-« 4-
—• — ^ — - w — — « — ) w-- x— — •— ^ \ — ' 2 ^ *—• v» ^ w ^  w ^ v ^  
by degrees of freedom, the mean and variance of each will now be 
derived. Before proceeding, it should be noted that under the assumption 
that S_ = 6 = . . . = 8 =1 then v' ' B.- = v ' B„ = 0'> where 0' is 
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a 1 X mn vector of zeros. 
Derivation of the mean and variance of y'(B, / (m-1) )y. 
From the previous definition, we have that 
E(y'(B^/(m-1) )y) = (m-1) ^  tr B^^ 
= ((m-l)G) ^  tr (I -m ^ 1 1') 0 G Q 
m —m—m z 
-1 
= (m-1) 
Proceeding, we now derive the variance. 
V(y'(B / (m-1) )y) = 2(m-1) ^  tr (B Z )^ 
- 1 - 1 y 
= 2((m-1)G) ^ tr (I -m ^1 1') 0 G«QG«Q 
m —m—m / ^ 
-2 9 
4 -  j .  ^  
Derivation of the mean and variance of y ' (li. / (m-1) (n-2) )y 
— 2 2_ 
T?5<=> r\f "vr'/r- / l \ _ O \ \ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 
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-1 
E(y'(B-/(m-l) (n-2))y) = ( (m-1) (n-2) ) tr 1(1 -m "^1 IM 0 0 
-I m -m—m 
(I ^ 1'-
I - ' 
(m-l)(mn) "(1 1' 8 Q) - G ^(I -m ^1„1J,) 0 G.Q 1 -1, 
Tn—TD TTl —m—TTl Z J 
= (n-2) (1 - 0^/n-P^) 
V(y'(B2/(in-l) (n-2))y) - 2 ( (m-1) (n-2)) ^  tr (B^Z )^ 
= 2((m-1)(n-2)) ^ tr (I -m~^l 1') © Q 
m -m-m 
G '-t 1 t \ rs ry r\ J- ±. J C V 
—in—in / • 
n "(I -m ^1 1') @ 1 1' q 4-
m -m-m -n-n 
Ln ~ (I -m *1 IM g 1 I'O 
1 m -m-m -n—n 
G: (nG) (I_-m ^l„ll) 8 IJy'Q -
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G ^(I -m~^l 1') 0 G,Q^ + 
m -m-m 1 
G, (nG)~^(I_-iû ^l^ll) S Y1:Q 
± ui — ii: —"li 
8 GjQ j 
2(m-l) (11-2;) -(tr Q^-2Bn ^-2G -y'Q^y + 
+ 2(nG) ^ G^^ + 
Derivation of the mean and variance of y%3% 
Efy'B.y) = (*G) ^  tr (pp' 8 G.)Z 
•- J)— z. V 
= ^1 
Vfz'Bg y) = 2(çG) ^ P^tr (pp' 8 G^Q) 
O 
= 2P " 
Derivation of the mean and variance of y'((B^-B^)/(m-2))y 
• Cy'((3t)/(m-2))y) — (m-2) 
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V ( y ' ( ( m - 2 ) ) y  =  2 ( m - 2 )  ^tr ((B^-B^)Z^)^ 
= 2(m-2) '(tr ) - tr ) ) 
-1 2 
= 2(m-2) 
Derivation of the mean and variance of y'((B^+B2-B2)/((m-l)(n-l)-l))Y 
Let B^ = (B^+B^-B^) then we have 
E(y'(B^/((m-1)(n-l)-l))y) = ((m-1)(n-l)-l) ^ (n(m-i) -
-n l(m-l) 6, - P,) 
V(z'(B4/((m-l)(n-l)-l))y) = 2((m-l)(n-l)-l) ^  cr (B^Zy)^ 
- 2  7  ^ X % m \ IN /-r. r* \ I Z ( ( TD—.L ) ( n —i f — JL J { UL / -r 
' ' z. V 
tr - tr (B,Z_)^ 
± y - i v  
+ 2tr (B_Z B_Z ) - 2tr (B^Z B_Z )) 2 y 1 y" z y j y'' 
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= 2 ( (m-1) (n-l)-l) ^ ^(m-l)tr 0^-
2n"-(m-l)e - 2G~-Y'Q~Y + 
(m-l)(8^/n)2 + 
2(nG)"^G^^ + 
Using the means and variances just derived, the quantities b, h^, and 
h^ can now be found. These are used to obtain approximate distributions 
for each test of non-additivity. 
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APPENDIX III 
Chapter III reported results of simulations in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. 
The simulations consisted of the construction of 50 two-way classifica­
tions, by the computer, which had the same column variances, column 
effects, and row effects. An example of the computer program used 
to generate the classifications is AF.l. This computer program 
illustrates the construction of only 3 two-way classification. The 
construction of the classifications requires that an m x n table of 
values, which contains no interaction, be input. For program AP.l, 
the table is an 11 x 4 and the values input are given after //GO.SYSIN 
DD Values of the column variances used in the program are 1000, 2000, 
3000, and 4000 and are located immediately after the subprogram GGNML. 
The values of the column effects are -3, -1, 1, 3, and the row effects 
are such that the sum of squares of these effects divided by the 
number of rows is a constant, 40 in i^is case. The program as is 
constructs a table with only 4 columns ; however, more columns can be 
added by first inputing a matrix with more columns and second in­
cluding additional "IF" statements. It should also be stated that if the 
number or rows are changed additional statements must be added so that 
tne sum of squares of the row effects divided by the number of rows 
remains constant. After the construction of the classifications, they 
are punched out, and the punched cards are placed in a second computer 
program to compute analysis of variances. The second computer program, 
A?.2; gives 3 analysis of variance tables which contain the mean squares 
for slopes, concurrence, non-concurrence and Tukey. The 3 mean 
square values for each test are placed in the vectors z^, z2_, z3, 
and z4.respectively.and these vectors are part of the printed output. 
Therefore, if one wanted to obtain the empirical levels of significance 
for a given test, this would be che ratio of the number of values in 
the column vector exceeding a certain percentage point of the F-
distributicn to the total number in the vector. 
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Computer Program AP.l. Computer program for generating two-way-
classifications with heterogeneous column variances. 
T I MENSICN A(1 1,4),B( ll«4)»R( 100) ,C( 100) 
INTEGER 1ER 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
N=100 
0SFED=B9321752.DO 
READ {5,I) {(A{I,J),J = l,4.),I=l,ll) 
FCRMAT(4(F4.0,1X)) 
WRITE(6,2) ((A(I,J),J=l,4),T=l,ll) 
F0RMAT(4(FS.l,2X)) 
0 0 3 T- I . 3 
CALL GGNML(DSEEO.N,R) 
no 4 J=1,100 
IF{J .LE. 1 1) R( J )-=SQRT C 1000 . > *R C J / 
IF (12.LE.J .AND. J.LE^22> R!J)=SQRT{2000?)*R(J) 
1 F (23.LE.J .AND. J.LE.33) 
IF (34.LE.J .AND. J.LE.44) 
4 CONTINUE 
on 5 J=1 » 4 
OO 6 K=1.Î1 
IF(J.EO.1)M=0 
TF(J.EQ.2)M=11 
IF(J.EQ«3)W=22 
ÎF< J.EQ.4 )M = 3 3 
S(K,J)=A(K»J) + R(M+K) 
5 CONTINUE 
c I-; Kj "T r Ku 1 
R ( J) = SQRT{ 30 00 . ) *Rv' J ) 
3(J)=SaRT(4000.)*R{J) 
7 =0RMAT(/(4(F13.5))) 
3 CONTINUE 
STOD 
FND 
//GO® SYSÏN DD * 
32 . 0 04.0 Of,. 0 08 .0 
0 4. 0 06 .0 OF. 0 1 G 
0Ô . 0 08.0 10. 12 • 0 
= 0 10:0 12, 0 14 .0 
1 0 . 0
C) (NI 1 4 = 0 16 cO 
1 ?. 0 14.0 16. 0 18 o 0 
1 4 . c 16.0 1 9 = 0 20 = 0 
16? 0 1 ? . 0 2 0. c 22 .0 
18 = 0 o 
o
 
(M 
22. 0 24 . 0 
20. 0 2?.0 24 . 0 26 • 0 
? -> r>'t _ r\ 9* , n . n 
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Computer Program AP.2. Computer program for non-additivity tests. 
OATA XI ; 
INPUT P1-P4 ;CARDS; 
OATA X?; 
I N P U T  P I - O A ; C A R O S ;  
OATA X3; 
INPUT Pl-P4;CAPDS: 
PRQC MATRIX ; 
= ETCH A 1 OATA=Xi; 
FFTCH A2 0ATA=X2; 
=ETCH A3 DATA=X3; 
Z 1 = J ( 3 , i , 0 ) ; 
Z2=J(3. 1.0 ) ; 
73=J(3, 1,0) ; 
Z4=J(3,1.0); 
0 0  1 = 1  T O  3  3 Y  I ;  
1=^ 1 = 1 TH'=N A = Ai; 
1=2 THEN A=A2; 
1= 1=3 THEN A=A3; 
NR=NPCW(A); 
NC=NCCL(A); 
GRANOAVG = SUM{A)»/(NR#NC ) ; 
B1 = J( I,NR)*A»/NP - J(I ,NC.GRANOAVG ) ; 
B = INV(r5 1*5 1 • )*S1*A' ; 
SLOPHSS = r(# A«3 1 ' -31#31 » #NR ; 
COLSS=P1*31'tfNR ; 
n?=A*J(NC,l)*/NC - JÎNR, 1 ,GRANDAVG) ; 
RnwSS=32'*B2#NC; 
I N T E R S S = T O T A L S S - R O W S S - C O L S S ;  
R"MAÎNSS=!NTERSS-SLOPESS; 
RS0=3*R2*B*B2*/((3*S'-NR)*32'*32); 
TUKEYSS=RSQ*SLOPESS; 
NnNCONSS=SLOPESS-TU<EYSS; 
- = J(7,2,0) : 
E(l,l)=NR-i; E(1,2)=R0WSS; 
E(2,l)=NC-i; E(2,2)=COLSS; 
E(3 Ï1 ) = {WD-1 )*(NC-I ? ; F{3.2) = rNTERSS: 
E(4,l)=NR-i; E(4,2)=SL0PESS; 
E(5rl>=i: E{5;2)=TUKFYSS; 
E(6,l)=NR-2; F(6,2)=NONCONSS; 
P(7,l)=(NR-l)*(NC-2); E<7,2)=REMAINSS: 
T2C0L = 'DF« SS' 'MS': 
ANOVnm= 'LABELS' : BLOCKS: 'TRTS= -BLKXTRT- = SL 
• CON* • NON • • REV ; 
ANCVNX=ANOVNM'; 
;; 2;f/5 
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PRINT 4NOVA; 
F=E I 1 F(*,2) */E(*, 1 ) 
G = J ( 4 , 1 , 0 ) ;  
G(l,l>=F(4.3)*f/F{7,3) 
 ^0 ^  *  t  — *  s  « f  %  ^  
G(3,1)=F(6,3)#/F(7,3) 
G Î 4 , 1 ) = F { 5 , 3 ) / ( Î F ( 6 , 2 ; +F ( 7 , 2 ) > i¥/ ( F ( 3 Ç 1 > - 1) ) I 
OR I NT G; 
IP 1=1 THEN GO TO Y I ;  
IF 1 = 2  THEN GO TO Y 2 :  
TF 1=3 THEN GO TO Y 3 ;  
Y  1  : Z I ( 1 , 1 )  =  G ( 1 , 1 ) ; Z 2 ( 1 , 1 ) = G ( 2 , 1 ) ; 2 3 ( 1 , 1 ) = G { 3 , 1 ) ;  
Z 4 . f  1  ,  1  )  = G  ( 4 ,  I  )  ;  G O  T O  N ;  
Y ?:Z i(2,1> =G{ 1 ,1) :Z 2(2. 1 )=G(2,1 ) ;Z 3(2 « 1 ) =G < 3 91) ; 
Z4(2*1)=G(4,l>;GO TO N; 
Y-s:Zl(3, l )=G(l,l);Z2(3.i>=G(2,l);23(3, l )=G(3, n ;  
74(3,1Î=G(4,1 ); GO TO N; 
N:FNO: 
ORINT Zl 2? Z3 Z4; 
APPENDIX IV 
Chapter IV reported results of simulations in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 
Each simulation consisted of the construction of 50 two-way 
classifications which had the same column effects, row effects, and 
correlation structure within the same row. The computer programs 
AP.3 and AP.4 illustrate the construction of only 3 two-way classifica­
tions when 1. the errors within a row have a first order autcragress 
structure, and 2. the errors within a row have first order serial 
correlation. To construct the classifications, we require that an 
m X n table of values, which contains no interaction, be input. The 
size of the table input in these programs is 11 x 4. Values of the 
parameter "eta" used in the programs are .8, and .4 respectively. Eta 
must be between -1 and 1 for both correlation structures. However, 
for the first order serial correlation the value of eta must be such 
that it satisfies the constraint, |eta| < (2 cos (7î/(n+l))) Both 
programs only construct a table with 4 columns, but more columns can b 
added by inputing a matrix with more columns and including additional 
"I?" statements. After the construction of the classifications, they 
are punched out and then placed in the computer program, AP.2. The 
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Computer Program AP.3. Computer program for generating two-way 
classification with autoregressive error structure. 
DIMENSION A(ll,4Î.S(11.4).R<i0O).C{l0O}.U(lOO) 
lINICoCf-v a 
DOUBLE PRECISION OSEED 
0=1/(SORT({l-ETA»»2))) 
N = iOO 
OSEED-=68934578.DO 
READ(5*1) ({A(I,J).J=1,4),1=1,11) 
1 FCRMAT(4(F4.0,1X)) 
WRITE{6»2> ({A(I,J),J=l,4),r=l,ll) 
2 -0RWAT»'4ÎF5.Î »2XÎ } 
OO 3 1=1 ,3 
CALL GGNML(DSEED.N,R) 
DO 4 J=lîlOO 
U ( J > =R{J) 
4 CONTINUE 
00 5 J=l,%00«4 
U(J)=D*U(J) 
U(J+1)=eTA*U(J>+R{j+l) 
U(J+2)=(ETA**2)*U(J)+ETA*R(J+l)+R(J+2) 
U(J+3)=(ETA**3)*U(J)+(ETA**2)*R(J+1}+ETA#R(J+2)•RCJ+5) 
5 CONTINUE 
00 6 J=1.Î1 
00 7 K=l,4 
IFCJ.EQ.l>M=0 
IF(J.EQ.2)M=4 
IF(J=EQ,3)M=8 
— — <• • ^ ^  ir~ \ ^  e ^ ^ ^  
IF(J.EQ.5)M=16 
IF(J.Ea=6)W=20 
IF(J.E0.7)%=24 
IF!J=FQ=8)M=28 
IF(J.EQ.9)M=32 
IFtJ.EQ.l1)%=40 
B { J , K > =A C J e K > +U ( M -fK > 
i wN # ir^Lirt 
6 CONTINUE 
«RI TF ( 7 , 8 ) ( Î 5 ( J « •< Î . •<= Î » 4 ; » J = Î * 1 1 } 
S F0RMAT{/(4( F13.5) ) ) 
? CONTINUE 
STG° 
END 
o o o o o o o o o o N 
o >0 •J) s U1 o w r- o N 
• • • • * 0 • • • • t A 
o o o o o O o o o o o O 
fx) w w ro M ro rv) fO ro M W 
09 0> tn u ro o w -< 
• • • • * « • « • • • (/) 
O o o o o o o o o o o t-t 
z 
U1 f» <> 4> 4> A •f» 
o >0 0» s 01 f» u r\) o 
• • • • a * • • • • * o 
O o o o O o O o o o o 
* 
»-•* w» o o o o o 
en •p' w fO o o 00 s o m 
• * * é • • • é • * • 
o o o o O O o O o o o 
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Computer Program AP.A. Computer program for generating two-way 
classification with first order serial correlation. 
DIMENSION A(li.4),8(îl,4).R(îOO),C(100)«U(100î 
INTFÇER TER 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
PTA=.4 
D=1/(SQRT{(1-ETA**2);) 
N=1 00 
0SEE0=7459754 8.00 
READ { 5* 1 ) C < A{ IJ ), J=1 ,4) . 1= i , 11 Î 
1 FORMATC4(F4«0,1X) ) 
WRITE(6.2) ((A(I,J),J=1.4),1=1,11) 
2 F0RMAT(4(F5.i.2X)) 
DO 3 1=1,3 
CALL GGNML(DSEED,N,R) 
DO 4 J=1,100 
U(J)=R(J) 
4 CONTINUE 
DO 5 J=1,100,4 
U(J)=D*U(J) 
U(J+1)=ETA*U(J)+R(J+1) 
U(J+2)=ETA*D*R(J+1)+R(J+2) 
U(J+3)=ETA*0*R(J+2)+R{J+3Î 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 6 J=l,il 
DO 7 K=l,4 
IF(J.EQ.l)M=0 
ÎF < J.EQ.2)M = 4 
IF(J.EQ.3)M=8 
IF(J.EQ.5)M = i 6 
îF{ J.Ea«6)M.=20 
IF(J.EQ.7)M=24 
IF(J.EQ.8)M=28 
ÎF(J,EQo9>M-32 
ÎF(J.FQ.10>M=36 
ÎF(J.EQ«I 1 )M = 40 
B(J,K)=A(J,K)+U(M+K) 
1 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 
WRITE!7:8) ((B(J,K) , K=I - 4 ) ,J = 1 -  I  1 > 
8  F0RMAT{/(4(F13.S))) 
3 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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